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           No seafarer should fear for his or her 
safety when boarding and sailing. The sea 
must remain a place of freedom. Controlling 
this freedom requires a thorough knowledge 
of the maritime environment and especially 
a dynamic surveillance of illegal human 
activities.

The health crisis, a slowdown in global 
maritime activity but also a high number of 
incidents marked the year 2020. In 2021, as 
the economy recovered, the number of 
incidents at sea has decreased slightly.

Piracy is a highly publicised threat due to 
the importance of the maritime industry in 
Europe and the importance of maritime 
flows for our economy. This threat, which 
requires a global approach to maritime 
security, seems to be contained and is no 
longer increasing.

***

At the end of its fifth year of existence, 
thanks to the connections it has been able 
to forge with state and private partners, and 
through meticulous data collection, the 
MICA Center has a precise and recognised 
knowledge of piracy and robbery threats.

By continuing this networking with new 
trusted French and foreign partners, through 
voluntary naval cooperation protocols, and 
in conjunction with international 
information fusion centres, the MICA Center 
continues to expand its general knowledge 
of threats, which is required for the analysis 
and sharing of maritime security 
information.

Through the rigorous operational 
procedures implemented within its alert 
cells and thanks to the development of new 
information sharing tools, it is involved in an 
active and reactive approach to disseminate 
urgent and always reliable information for 
the benefit of local, regional and 
international maritime security 
stakeholders. Professionals in the maritime 
environment are already seeing the results 
of its actions.

The French Navy remains more than ever 
committed to worldwide maritime security.

Editorial 
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       For more than five years now, the sailors 
of the MICA Center have been meticulously 
collecting data on piracy and maritime 
crime worldwide. 

This data, the outcome of verified and 
crosschecked information, allows us to 
provide a statistical analysis of the trends 
observed in this annual review with a 
confidence and credibility already 
recognised in the last two editions.

Relying on a solid base of partnerships with 
the French and foreign maritime industry, 
through the Voluntary Naval Cooperation, 
the MICA Center keeps on developing its 
network, thus seeking to be engaged in a 
virtuous circle of information gathering and 
sharing.

Aware of the evolution of the 
piracy/robbery threat, which is now 
marginal in certain regions of the world, for 
this new edition of the MICA Center's 
annual report, we decided to put it into 
perspective with the other known maritime 
security threats in each zone.

To achieve this, we first contacted our 
partner maritime information fusion 
centres, to whom we extend our special 
thanks.

Our collaborations with the IFC¹ in 
Singapore, the IFC-IOR² in New Delhi, the 
RMIFC³ in Madagascar and the IFC in Peru⁴ 
are testimony of a growing international 
dynamic of cooperation around maritime 
security.

Furthermore, as a French Navy entity, the 
MICA Center can rely on the local expertise 
of maritime zone commanders and their 
staff. We would like to commend these field 
experts and analysts who provide inputs 
throughout the year to the maritime 
security assessments we publish for the 
benefit of our voluntary naval cooperation 
partners.

Based on this work and its own expertise, 
the MICA Center produces an annual report 
closely reflecting the expectations of its 
readers.

We hope that this overview will contribute 
to a better understanding of security threats 
to the maritime environment.

Foreword

1 Information Fusion Centre
2 Information Fusion Centre - Indian Ocean Region
3 Regional Maritime Information Fusion Centre (RMIFC)
4 Centro de Fusión de Información de Perú



1 Naval Control And Guidance for Shipping

MICA CENTER

 Based in Brest and placed under the 
direct authority of the Deputy Chief of 
the French Navy's operations staff, the 
MICA Center collects and relays useful 
information to all actors in the field of 
maritime industry. Its purpose is to 
process maritime security data 
worldwide.

It hosts various entities:

the Centre for Naval Cooperation 
(C2N), responsible for the 
implementation of the Voluntary 
Naval Cooperation

the Franco-British virtual reporting 
mechanism Maritime Domain 
Awareness for Trade Gulf of Guinea 
(MDAT-GoG)

the Maritime Security Centre Horn 
of Africa (MSCHoA) linked to the
EU Operation Atalanta

the Naval Control Cell / NCAGS¹

Maritime Information Cooperation & Awareness Center

BREST

C2N

MDAT-
GoG

CCN

MSCHoA



 Voluntary naval cooperation (VNC) is a 
voluntary approach between public authorities 
and private actors in the maritime world. It 
promotes the sharing of information in the field 
of maritime security through a protocol 
established between the Chief of Staff of the 
French Navy and the signatory company.

The involved parties establish relations to 
provide a network for the exchange of 
professional and trustworthy information and 
analysis designed to enhance the security of 
maritime spaces through a better knowledge of 
the designated maritime domain. All types of 
maritime activities can join the VNC, regardless 
of the sector of activity or flag.

Voluntary
Naval
Cooperation

The exchange of information is carried out free 
of charge and in complete confidentiality. To 
become a member of the VNC, private actors 
can apply directly to the MICA Center. They can 
also do so locally via the commander of the 
French maritime area or, abroad, via the French 
diplomatic representation.

Within the framework of the VNC, the C2N, 
manned 24 hours a day, is the single point of 
contact for French and foreign private maritime 
actors, members of the French maritime 
cooperation system. It ensures a permanent 
monitoring between the French Navy and its 
partners, in particular the security officers and 
ship captains.

Monitoring and alert 24/7

Worldwide MDA

Open to national and foreign companies

Periodic and specific analysis

Free of charge

REGISTRATION PROCEDURES

CONTACT POINTS AND PERMANENT MONITORING

Voluntary naval cooperation: registration by e-mail with the MICA Center
MDAT-GoG: voluntary registration by e-mail in the VRA¹ GoG according to
BMP² West Africa
MSCHoA: registration by e-mail in the VRA according to BMP 5  

Voluntary naval cooperation (MICA Center) :
Phone
E-mail
Website

Phone
E-mail
Website

Phone
E-mail
Website

+33 298 149 917
mica-watchkeeper.fct@def.gouv.fr
https://www.fms.marine.defense.gouv.fr/home

Gulf of Guinea (MDAT-GoG) :
+33 298 228 888
watchkeepers@mdat-gog.fr
https://gog-mdat.org/home

Horn of Africa (MSCHoA) :
+33 298 220 220
postmaster@mschoa.org
https://on-shore.mschoa.org/

1 VRA GoG : Voluntary Reporting Area Gulf of Guinea
2 Best Management Practices
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DISCLAIMER

The data collected in this annual report come from internal and external sources such 
as partner nations, other maritime operators, agencies and media.

The report aims to analyse incidents by establishing trends and anomalies to ensure the 
safety of seafarers. While due care and effort have been taken to ensure the accuracy 
of the data, particular attention should be paid to the further use of the information 
contained in this report.

The MICA Center invites all interested parties to share their situational analyses to 
ensure the overall picture reflects the reality of the threats as accurately as possible.
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Maritime piracy and robbery are showing a signi-
ficant decline this year worldwide, after remai-
ning stable since 2016. In 2021, the MICA Center 
recorded 317 incidents, representing a 15% 
decrease compared to 2020.

In the Gulf of Guinea, piracy as well as robbery 
in the anchorage areas have decreased signifi-
cantly. A combination of human, environmen-
tal, political and security factors can explain this 
trend, although the impact of each one of them 
cannot be precisely determined. 

However, this evolution should not hide the 
existence of other factors affecting maritime 
security. This year, we are addressing these 
issues in our analyses, but also through the 
expertise of our partners (information fusion 
centres and French maritime area headquar-
ters). 

Beyond the known concerns, we note the rise of 
new challenges, including the phenomenon of 
narco-piracy in Latin America, where cartels 
adopt pirate-like behaviors to smuggle drugs 
onto ships.

In Asia/Oceania, smuggling and counterfeiting, 
beyond their illicit nature, are posing public 
health risks.

We sincerely thank our partners who added 
value to this report. We are also grateful to the 
companies involved in the voluntary naval 
cooperation program, who contribute to a 
better knowledge of maritime traffic by sharing 
their information.
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Annual evolution of piracy and robbery incidents 

Robbery Attempt Attack Attacked vessel/ship
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Piracy incidents per area

Robbery incidents per area

Latin America /
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Piracy

Act of violence perpetrated for private 
purposes in open sea areas  (beyond territorial 
waters).

Robbery

Unlawful act, committed for private purposes 
against a ship, or against persons or property on 
board, in inland waters, archipelago waters or 
the territorial sea of a sttate.

An incident involving aggressors taking control of the 
ship or crew members.

Incident during which aggressors used their weapons or 
conducted an attack against the ship, without being 
able to take control of her.

Incident identified with a clear intention to carry out an 
attack.

Robbery/theft perpetrated within territorial waters.

Attacked vessel/ship

Attack

Attempt

Robbery

Although published during the year to contribute to the threat perception, irregular, suspicious 
activities or sightings are not taken into account in the statistics of the rest of this document because 
they do not qualify as an act of robbery or piracy. Nevertheless, these activities are included in full in 
the lists in the appendices.

Definitions of piracy and robbery

Types of illicit acts listed in this report

10 most-affected piracy & robbery maritime approaches in 2021
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GOLFE DE GUINÉE

EUROPE

AMÉRIQUES / 
CARAÏBES   

Indian ocean

South East Asia
& Pacific

narcotrafic

contrebande

TRENDS COMPARED TO 2020

piracy IUU fishing
(Illegal, Unreported,
Unregulated)

upward trend

downward trendillegal immigration

XX incidents
dont X vols
et X attaques

Synthèse
globale

XX incidents
dont X vols
et X attaques 

XX incidents
dont X vols
et X attaques

30 incidents
including
7 robberies
et 7 attacks

86 incidents
including
84 robberies
and 0 attack

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat.Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed 
diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 

Gulf of Guinea

EUROPE

The Americas 
& Caribbean arc  

OCÉAN INDIEN

ASIE DU SUD-EST

drug trafficking

smuggling

TENDANCES PAR RAPPORT À 2020

piraterie pêche illégale tendance à la hausse

tendance à la baisseimmigration clandestine

131 incidents
including 
119 robberies
and 7 attacks

SUMMARY

299 incidents
including
233 robberies
and 33 attacks

52 incidents
including
23 robberies
and 19 attacks

XX incidents
dont X vols
et X attaques

XX incidents
dont X vols
et X attaques

The year 2021 is marked by a significant decrease in the overall number of acts of piracy and robbery. 
This decrease is particularly noticeable in the Gulf of Guinea.

However, each area is facing an upsurge in other factors of maritime insecurity such as drug trafficking, 
migration and illegal fishing.

MARITIME SECURITY OVERVIEW

THREATS TO GLOBAL MARITIME SECURITY

Although published during the year to 
contribute to the threat perception, 
irregular, suspicious activities or sightings 
are not taken into account in the statistics 
of the rest of this document because they 
do not qualify as an act of robbery or 
piracy. Nevertheless, these activities are 
included in full in the lists in the 
appendices.







GULF OF GUINEA



2.1 Global analysis

The Gulf of Guinea is associated with 
piracy, which is a major focus of 
international attention. However, other 
threats such as illegal fishing, drug 
trafficking and illegal immigration also 
affect the region.

Illegal fishing

Illegal fishing hits the economies of the 
neighbouring countries hard. By taking an 
estimated 40 to 60% of the catch, illegal, 
unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing 
puts too much pressure on fish stocks 
leading to their depletion.

This overexploitation undermines an 
economic sector employing seven million 
people in the Gulf of Guinea, depriving it 
of more than two billion euros of income.
Moreover, forced to look for new fishing 
grounds further and further away from 
the coast with inadequate boats, artisanal 
fishermen are frequent victims of fatal 
accidents.

Finally, as early as 2014, the UNODC² and 
Interpol estimated that the lack of real 
controls on fishing vessels encourages 
criminal activities such as maritime piracy.

Drug trafficking

Cocaine production is exploding and the 
flows to Europe are adapting to the 
growing number of controls in the 
Caribbean.

Thus, the route to Europe via West Africa 
and then the Mediterranean is now 
considered by the UNODC as the main 
cocaine trafficking axis.

Africa, which has long been spared, is now 
consuming more and more cocaine due to 
the price drop. A 40% increase in 
consumption is expected within the 
decade.

Illegal immigration

In 2021, one third of the migrants entering 
Spain came from states bordering the Gulf 
of Guinea and Mali.

Smugglers are adapting their routes in 
response to the actions taken in the 
Mediterranean by the Frontex agency. The 
route via West Africa and the Canary 
Islands has seen a tenfold increase in 
volume between 2019 and 2020.

Role of CECLANT

As operational controller of the naval and 
air assets deployed in this area, CECLANT 
leads the naval operation Corymbe and 
organises major exercises (Grand African 
Nemo) with the Gulf of Guinea navies. 
Through its cooperation policy, France, 
signatory of the Yaoundé Protocol, 
supports its African partners so that they 
can autonomously fight against maritime 
insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea.

MOC CECLANT¹ Analysis

1 CECLANT : Commander Atlantic maritime area
2 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 



2.2 Piracy and robbery

Role of the MDAT-GoG 

The MDAT-GoG is the main point of 
contact for merchant ships operating in 
the Gulf of Guinea and their company 
security officers (CSOs). It contributes to 
the elaboration of a coherent maritime 
situational awareness in the West African 
maritime areas, with the ability to inform 
and support the maritime industry.

It liaises with the regional operational 
centres, the military forces present in the 
area and intervenes in support of the 
Yaoundé Architecture. 

MDAT-GoG operates the voluntary 
reporting scheme, under which merchant 
vessels are encouraged to report. 

Registration and reporting to MDAT-GoG 
is one of the five core requirements of 
Best Management Practices West Africa.

Reporting includes initial reporting on 
entry into the Voluntary Reporting Area 
(VRA), daily reporting and final reporting 
on departure from the VRA or on arrival in 
port. 

The MDAT-GoG communicates directly 
with ships and CSOs to issue warnings and 
alerts on incidents in the region. These 
messages are accompanied by phone calls 
from MDAT-GoG to all registered vessels 
within a given radius of an incident. 

MDAT-GoG also provides regular 
information to vessels on its website. 

The Gulf of Guinea recorded an 
exceptionally low number of incidents with 
only 52 piracy and robbery events recorded 
in 2021.

A decreasing trend in incidents...

The trends observed in 2020 seem to be 
confirmed in 2021 with a significant 
decrease in the number of incidents in the 
Nigerian territorial waters.

Meanwhile, the anxiety of seafarers 
navigating in the waters of Sao Tome and 
Principe, reported in our 2020 assessment, 
has proven to be valid with an increase in 
attacks in the area, particularly at the end of 
the year.

Poor weather conditions during summer 
and early autumn may partly explain the 
decrease in incidents on the high seas.
However, this sharp decrease is rather the 
result of the awareness of international and 

regional actors, who are joining forces to 
carry out hands-on actions.

... Result of an increased awareness...

In May 2021, the shipping association 
BIMCO published its Gulf of Guinea 
Declaration on the repression of piracy. The 
signatories of this declaration pointed out 
the price paid by seafarers and the resulting 
costs of protection.



1 Shared Awareness and DE-confliction Gulf of Guinea
2 Best Management Practices West Africa
3 Nigerian Maritime Administration and Safety Agency
4 3 July 2021: Nigerian courts sentenced 10 pirates to 12 years in prison under the SPOMO Act
(Suppression of Piracy and Other Maritime Offences) established in 2019

They called for support for the actions of 
the States bordering the Gulf of Guinea and 
the efforts made in terms of legislation and 
capacity. With this impulse, the SHADE 
GoG¹, the Gulf of Guinea maritime 
collaboration forum, was created in July 
2021.

...giving momentum to concrete actions:

- Better implementation of the BMP WA² 
Better enforcement of these measures is 
countering or slowing down more and more 
attacks. However, they are sometimes 
inapplicable on older vessels with structural 
vulnerabilities. Faced with increasingly 
experienced pirates with a real capacity to 
adapt they are not sufficient on their own.
- The involvement of offshore military naval 
assets.

Offshore, the presence of numerous 
extra-regional military vessels, including 
highly armed, reactive and better 
coordinated means have a dissuasive effect.
For the European Union, the concept of 
Coordinated Maritime Presences (CMP), 
initiated in early 2021, allows for information 
sharing and coordination between the 
military vessels of Member States present in 
the area, in support of the Yaoundé 
architecture.

- The growing power of local navies

Better equipped and better coordinated, 
the regional navies are demonstrating 
increased operational effectiveness, 
particularly through the conduct of joint 
patrols.

- Securing ports and anchorages

With regard to robbery, the various 
government initiatives to secure certain 
ports and anchorage areas are proving 
locally effective. For example, in Nigeria, 
NIMASA³ (Deep blue Project) and the 
Nigerian Navy support private security 
companies.

- Voluntary action by some governments
National initiatives on land are contributing 
to the temporary or permanent 
neutralisation of certain pirate groups.

The recent implementation and 
enforcement of laws⁴ now allows for the 
prosecution of pirates in Nigeria and Togo. 
All of these international and regional 
actions are contributing to the mitigation of 
the piracy risk. 

...but to be confirmed in the long term.

The trend that has emerged in recent 
months must be put into perspective over 
time.

While this report is concluded on December 
31, the main season for pirate attacks 
extends from October to April. The 
incidents at the end of 2021 prove that 
pirate groups are still active, thus it is 
necessary to wait until spring to confirm the 
trend.



The year 2021 shows a sharp decline in the number of incidents in the Gulf of Guinea. The 
number of robberies has halved, despite the fact that they are still widely spread. The 
number of attacks and attempts has also fallen sharply.

Gulf of Guinea - number of incidents

 Mapping of 2021 events in the Gulf of Guinea
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Coastal distance of incidents in 2020 Coastal distance of incidents in 2021

In 2021, there is an increase in the distance of events from shore.

The statistics show a clear decrease in the ratio of events occurring alongside or very close to 
the coast and an increase in the ratio of those taking place further than 12 nautical miles.
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The number of kidnappings in the Gulf of 
Guinea fell sharply in 2021, with 60% less 
hostage-takings than in 2020. However, 
hostage-taking has been regular throughout 
the year.

In 2021, kidnappings accounted for 34% of 
incidents excepting thefts, which is close to 
the 39% observed in 2020.

The number of hostages taken in each 
kidnapping varies greatly depending on the 
pirates’ ability to enter the citadel or the 
capacity of the crew to get there in time 
when the ships have one.

The average time spent in detention in 2021 
is 39 days versus 41 days in 2020. The 
maximum duration in 2021 is over 60 days.

2.3 Kidnapping

Number of acts of kidnapping per year

Number of kidnapped people per year¹ 

1 CECLANT : Commander Atlantic maritime area
2 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 

1 As of 31 December 2021, 20 hostages were still detained in the Gulf of Guinea 
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2.4 Seasonality
of events

2.5 Piracy areas

The first half of 2021 reflects the typical seasonality of incidents, with a majority of attacks 
between January and March and a decrease in the spring. However, the autumn did not bring 
the usual resurgence of incidents. The last few months show a much lower number of events 
well below the usual number. In particular, the months of November and December, when 
pirates are usually the most active, have very few events, which explains the notable drop in 
the overall figures for this year.

 As in previous years, acts of robbery 
took place at anchor throughout the Gulf of 
Guinea. Acts of piracy are moving further 
and further away from the coast although 
not exceeding 300 nautical miles.

The area covered remains the core of the 
Gulf with a strong activity in the Sao Tome 
and Principe EEZ, thus demonstrating the 
increasing range of the pirates beyond the 
Nigerian EEZ.

Number of incidents per month

The Gulf of Guinea recorded an 
exceptionally low number of incidents with 
only 52 piracy and robbery events recorded 
in 2021.

A decreasing trend in incidents...

The trends observed in 2020 seem to be 
confirmed in 2021 with a significant 
decrease in the number of incidents in the 
Nigerian territorial waters.

Meanwhile, the anxiety of seafarers 
navigating in the waters of Sao Tome and 
Principe, reported in our 2020 assessment, 
has proven to be valid with an increase in 
attacks in the area, particularly at the end of 
the year.

Poor weather conditions during summer 
and early autumn may partly explain the 
decrease in incidents on the high seas.
However, this sharp decrease is rather the 
result of the awareness of international and 

regional actors, who are joining forces to 
carry out hands-on actions.

... Result of an increased awareness...

In May 2021, the shipping association 
BIMCO published its Gulf of Guinea 
Declaration on the repression of piracy. The 
signatories of this declaration pointed out 
the price paid by seafarers and the resulting 
costs of protection.
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2.6 Analysis by coastal state
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The incidents relate to robberies at the Conakry anchorage, mainly targeting the personal 
belongings and electronic devices of the crews. The assailants are in large groups and show a 
high level of violence. In 2021, an attempted kidnapping during one of these robberies should 
be pointed out.
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Sierra Leone, already lightly affected by robbery events, has not experienced any incident 
this year.

The downward trend observed in recent years was confirmed in 2021, with no incidents 
reported off Côte d’Ivoire.

The number of incidents is on the rise this year, but the misdeeds recorded remain 
non-violent thefts. They occurred in Monrovia at anchor and at the quayside.
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After experiencing a surge in incidents in 2020, Ghana has seen a significant decrease in 
incidents in its waters this year. The vessels targeted are commercial and fishing vessels.

The decrease in the number of incidents in Ghanaian waters illustrates the general decline in 
piracy and maritime crime activity in 2021. The security and maritime security training 
actions carried out by the Ghanaian authorities seem to be successful.

No incidents were recorded in the Togolese EEZ in 2021. The authorities maintain permanent 
patrols in the anchorage areas. However, the presence and behaviour of small fishing boats 
sometimes lead to misunderstandings that can generate a feeling of insecurity among other 
sailors.

Ghana

Togo
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Only one of the four reported incidents took place in the EEZ. The other three incidents took 
place outside any EEZ, Benin being the closest country. These were attacks more than 200 
nautical miles from the coast, and the time it took for armed forces to reach the area allowed 
the attackers to carry out their acts.

No incidents of robbery are reported in 2021 in Benin, confirming the effectiveness of the 
measures taken by Beninese authorities.

The significant drop in incidents recorded over the past several years has been reinforced this 
year and has reached a historically low level. Nigeria has demonstrated its willingness to 
contribute to maritime security in the Gulf of Guinea through the acquisition of new assets 
by NIMASA and the Nigerian Navy and increased training.

Note: these figures do not take into account incidents within the rivers. These incidents contribute to a 
continued high level of insecurity in the area.

Robbery

Only two incidents of robbery were 
reported this year, both of which involved 
theft from the quayside at Onne. NIMASA's 
securing of the Lagos anchorage is effective.

Piracy

Despite the increase in the price of oil, the 
objective of the attackers remains the 
kidnapping of crew members. However, a 
high proportion of attacks fail due to the 
proper implementation of the measures 
recommended in the BMP West Africa and 
the rallying of security vessels patrolling the 
EEZ.

Benin

Nigeria

1 As of 31 December 2021, 20 hostages were still detained in the Gulf of Guinea 
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Only one robbery at anchor was recorded in Douala. The effectiveness of the measures taken 
by the Cameroonian authorities is confirmed.

Until November 2021, only two irregular activities had been reported, suggesting a clear 
decrease in the danger of the area. But in December, three attacks were reported, two of 
which involved kidnapping. The number is nevertheless lower than last year. 

Moreover, the Equatorial Guinean Navy intervened in incidents that occurred in the 
neighbouring EEZ, illustrating its willingness to secure the area and assist neighbouring 
countries.
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Two of the three events reported this year happened on the same ship at the Libreville 
anchorage. As in the past, these events were very violent and one ended in a kidnapping. On 
each occasion, the Gabonese Navy reacted by sending a ship to secure the area.

Incidents in Congo are non-violent thefts at the Pointe Noire anchorage.

Sao Tome and Principe is the country in the Gulf of Guinea that has seen the highest increase 
in incidents of piracy and robbery this year. These are mostly acts of piracy, sometimes 
violent, during which the pirates try by all means to break into the citadel. As a result of this 
sharp increase, the Sao Tome and Principe area now has the highest number of incidents in 
the Gulf of Guinea. In addition to the increase in the logistical capabilities of pirates, the 
southward movement of pirate groups in the Gulf of Guinea could explain this trend.
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Incidents in the Democratic Republic of Congo are non-violent thefts at the Banana anchorage.
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Democratic Republic of Congo

Incidents in Angola are non-violent thefts at the Luanda anchorage. Not all incidents are reported, 
particularly those affecting local fishermen. It seems that they are experiencing more and more 
incivilities and sometimes violent attacks at sea and on the coast.
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THE AMERICAS
& CARIBBEAN ARC



In 2021, 131 incidents of piracy and robbery 
were recorded in the Americas and the 
Caribbean region, the vast majority of 
which were thefts from anchored yachts. 
Beyond these incidents, the major maritime 
security problem in the area is related to 
drug trafficking.

The threat to ships and their crews is two-
fold. On the one hand, they can be targeted 
by the cartels to serve as vectors. The car-
tels board ships with the aim of smuggling 
drugs, and their modus operandi is similar 
to that of pirates. 

This threat is mainly to container ships ope-
rating on the west coast of Latin America, 
especially in the waters of Ecuador, Peru, 
Colombia and Chile. 

On the other hand, ships can be deterred 
from sailing in an area so that criminals can 
carry out their trafficking without witnesses. 
This phenomenon particularly affects the 
eastern Caribbean and Brazil.

3.1 Global analysis



The Americas and the Caribbean arc - number of incidents
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3.2 North America

3.3 Central America

The number of incidents has sharply dropped in 2021, with 3 incidents reported compared 
to 12 in 2020. Robbers are armed and likely to tie up crews while they perpetrate their theft.

Central America remains largely unaffected by robbery. Pleasure crafts are occasionally 
victims of non-violent thefts.

This trend has to be verified with the return of pleasure boating in a post-COVID-19 context.

The number of incidents increased again, confirming the pre-COVID-19 trend. Thefts, which 
were non-violent, continued to involve yachts at anchor, mainly in Bocas del Toro and Linton 
Bay.

Mexico

Panama
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Two incidents were reported this year. The first was a series of three dinghy thefts in one eve-
ning from anchored yachts, while the second involved a yacht being approached suspiciously 
by three skiffs while sailing 50 nautical miles off the coast.

Honduras

Guatemala

Two thefts have been reported this year from yachts at anchor.



3.4 Caribbean Sea

 The Caribbean Sea, is an area 
characterised by several types of flows, 
which have undergone significant 
changes since the health crisis.
Commercial traffic from Panama has 
been increasing since heavy work was 
carried out on the canal. The most used 
lines go up to the Gulf of Mexico or, by 
doubling the various "passages", to 
Europe. The health crisis has had little 
effect on these trade flows. 

The cruise industry is in decline, faced 
with the closure of islands where it usually 
calls and the health conditions imposed 
on passengers. This sector of activity, 
which is vital for some countries, is 
nevertheless making a timid recovery 
thanks to vaccination efforts. 

Yachting is still relatively undeveloped, 
with the notable exceptions of the north 
of the zone (Bahamas, Florida) and the 
Caribbean arc, where the catamaran 
rental activity, in particular, remains 
active despite the pandemic. 

Illegal immigration

The main migratory flows come from 
Haiti, a country in the midst of major 
political and humanitarian unrest, and 
Cuba. People are moving to the richer 
countries in the basin, primarily the 
United States. However, a very large, if not 
watertight, naval presence is currently 
deployed by the US Coast Guard. There is 
currently no temptation to seize the 
wealth that passes offshore on 
commercial ships. 

Illegal trafficking

Most of the illegal trafficking takes 
south-north routes. Many go-fasts, but 
also heavier vessels (fishing boats - 
tapouilles² -, tugs, bulk carriers, etc.) make 
direct crossings from Venezuela or 
Colombia to the Dominican Republic, 
Puerto Rico or, further west, to Central 
American countries. 

Some of them give rendezvous to 
"daughter boats", highly motorised yawls, 
which make the last miles to the coast at 
night, to escape the surveillance of patrol 
boats and radars. 

A secondary traffic follows the Caribbean 
arc, feeding the big banditry, source of the 
highest mortality rates in the world.  

For some years now, cocaine trafficking 
has been developing between the Guyana 
Plateau and Capo Verde or the Gulf of 
Guinea. The traffickers are increasingly 
heavily armed. However, no security 
incidents have been reported with these 
boats, which remain discrete by nature.   

Robbery

Although the busy areas are safe (e.g. the 
Grenadines), robbery is gradually 
developing there.

1 Joint Headquarter
2 Traditionnal skiffs

JHQ¹ Caribbean Analysis



An area under strict surveillance

A fleet of mainly American, French, British 
and Dutch warships is deployed 
throughout the year to block traffic from 
South America. Numerous flights of 

maritime patrol aircraft are carried out 
daily. 

In conclusion, the Caribbean Sea is an 
area where the threat of piracy and 
robbery is considered low.

Robberies have taken place on commercial vessels at anchor in Port-au-Prince. Despite a clear 
drop in the number of incidents in 2021, the phenomenon remains dangerous for crews who 
are threatened with firearms and brutalised.

Haïti

The whole of the Caribbean arc remains an area of robbery from pleasure craft. Most thefts 
take place in the dry season, at the height of the tourist season, and do not result in violence 
against crews.

The islands most affected are the Dutch Antilles (24 incidents), Grenada (13 incidents) and 
the French Antilles (14 incidents).

Caribbean arc
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3.5 South America

Robbery and piracy:

47 events were reported in our area of 
interest, with September having the 
highest number of incidents with nine 
cases reported. The maritime community 
has been advised to maintain safety and 
security rules when arriving at ports and 
port facilities.

Maritime crime:

750 incidents were reported. The month 
of June was the most affected with 108 
cases reported, probably due to the 
decrease in COVID-19 restrictions issued 
by Latin American countries. It was 
recommended that safety and security 
protocols be maintained on board to 
prevent incidents.

IUU¹ fishing:

In this category, 204 cases were reported, 
with October being the month with the 
highest incidence with 32 cases. Brazil, Peru, 
Chile and Argentina are the most affected 
countries.

Smuggling and drugs trafficking:

673 incidents were reported, with April 
scoring the highest number of cases. 
Alternative routes and methods are used for 
this illegal activity.

Illegal migration and human trafficking:

In this category, 85 cases were reported. 
September was the most affected month 
with 20 cases. The international maritime 
community has been advised to strictly 
adhere to the protocols for the control of 
border security measures.

1 Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated

Latin American Maritime
Information Fusion Centre

Events in IFC Peru's area of interest

Figures as of 31 October 2021 

January

Theft with or
without weapons

Piracy

Maritime Terrorism

Maritime Crimes

IUU fishing

Smuggling and
Drug Trafficking

Illegal Migration
and Human Trafficking

Others

February March April May June July August September October
Total from
January to

October 2021



 In terms of piracy and robbery, the events reported to the MICA Center are almost 
exclusively robberies or attempted robberies with a greater or lesser degree of
violence, but only exceptionally going beyond the stage of harassment or threats to crews in 
the most serious cases. 

The number of incidents in Peru reached a record level in 2021, confirming the upward trend 
observed since 2017. These are robberies at the Callao anchorage, the port of Lima. The 
thieves are mostly armed with knives and do not hesitate to threaten the crew.

The number of reported incidents has been increasing since 2019. Attacks occur on all types 
of vessels underway (container ships, fishing vessels and sailing vessels). The attackers are 
armed and violent. They may be thieves looking for equipment or personal belongings of the 
crew, but container ships are also likely to be targeted by drug traffickers, whose modus 
operandi may be reminiscent of piracy, particularly in the Guayaquil Channel.
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The number of events has been stable for several years. However, it now mainly concerns 
thefts from commercial vessels at anchor in the port of Cartagena.

The gradual decrease in the number of incidents in Venezuela, which began in 2018, is 
confirmed this year with only one illegal act recorded in 2021.
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 The Caribbean Sea, is an area 
characterised by several types of flows, 
which have undergone significant 
changes since the health crisis.
Commercial traffic from Panama has 
been increasing since heavy work was 
carried out on the canal. The most used 
lines go up to the Gulf of Mexico or, by 
doubling the various "passages", to 
Europe. The health crisis has had little 
effect on these trade flows. 

The cruise industry is in decline, faced 
with the closure of islands where it usually 
calls and the health conditions imposed 
on passengers. This sector of activity, 
which is vital for some countries, is 
nevertheless making a timid recovery 
thanks to vaccination efforts. 

Yachting is still relatively undeveloped, 
with the notable exceptions of the north 
of the zone (Bahamas, Florida) and the 
Caribbean arc, where the catamaran 
rental activity, in particular, remains 
active despite the pandemic. 

Illegal immigration

The main migratory flows come from 
Haiti, a country in the midst of major 
political and humanitarian unrest, and 
Cuba. People are moving to the richer 
countries in the basin, primarily the 
United States. However, a very large, if not 
watertight, naval presence is currently 
deployed by the US Coast Guard. There is 
currently no temptation to seize the 
wealth that passes offshore on 
commercial ships. 

Illegal trafficking

Most of the illegal trafficking takes 
south-north routes. Many go-fasts, but 
also heavier vessels (fishing boats - 
tapouilles² -, tugs, bulk carriers, etc.) make 
direct crossings from Venezuela or 
Colombia to the Dominican Republic, 
Puerto Rico or, further west, to Central 
American countries. 

Some of them give rendezvous to 
"daughter boats", highly motorised yawls, 
which make the last miles to the coast at 
night, to escape the surveillance of patrol 
boats and radars. 

A secondary traffic follows the Caribbean 
arc, feeding the big banditry, source of the 
highest mortality rates in the world.  

For some years now, cocaine trafficking 
has been developing between the Guyana 
Plateau and Capo Verde or the Gulf of 
Guinea. The traffickers are increasingly 
heavily armed. However, no security 
incidents have been reported with these 
boats, which remain discrete by nature.   

Robbery

Although the busy areas are safe (e.g. the 
Grenadines), robbery is gradually 
developing there.

1 Joint Headquarter

 To date, the maritime areas off the 
Guiana Shield are characterised by a 
relatively low level of violence, which 
should not hide the wide range of illegal 
activities that takes place there (robbery 
and piracy, illegal fishing, drugs 
trafficking). The hybridisation of existing 
phenomena and the development of 
offshore oil activity which is likely to 
arouse the interest of criminal 
organizations are points of vigilance in a 
maritime area marked by the weakness of 
coastal states (Suriname and Guyana) in 
exercising their sovereignty at sea.

A region relatively free from piracy and 
robbery

Although the number of acts of piracy 
and robbery off the Guiana Shield 
appears relatively low compared to other 
maritime areas, the region remains very 
vulnerable due to the instability and lack 
of resources of the littoral states. Attacks 
are rarely offshore (one act of piracy 
recorded in 2016 in Trinidad) and usually 
take place along the coast or in port 
anchorage areas. However, it is difficult 
to assess the extent of the reality: for fear 
of reprisals, most victims do not report 
incidents, and some local authorities 
tend to cover up "benign" acts without 
violence, in order to conceal their lack of 
action.

A trend towards hybridisation of 
maritime insecurity

Although the risks linked to piracy / 
robbery are now contained, a growing 
maritime insecurity is observed due to 
criminal organizations involved in all

kinds of trafficking (drugs, human beings, 
arms, etc.) or illegal fishing, thus 
constituting a latent and hybrid threat. 

Fishing

In the French waters off Guiana, illegal, 
unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing 
is currently the main focus of security 
issues. The economic precariousness of 
fishermen from neighbouring states leads 
them to use destructive fishing methods, 
to take more risks (fishing in prohibited 
areas) and to become violent when their 
products are threatened (acts of robbery 
or aggressiveness against the law 
enforcement authorities). This instability 
is under additional pressure due to the 
depletion of fishery resources.
Furthermore, it is likely that IUU 
fishermen who come to fish in Guiana 
waters or who transit through them are 
also vectors of trafficking between Brazil, 
Guiana and Suriname.

Illegal gold panning: 

the pirogues carrying logistical 
equipment for the illegal gold panning 
camps are also vectors for all kinds of 
trafficking. These pirogues are said to be 
loaded with narcotics in Suriname and 
transported to Brazil via the rivers and 
along the Guiana coast (ultra-coastal), 
while supplying the illegal gold-mining 
camps. Since October 2020, ten 
operations have been conducted at sea, 
leading to the arrest of 86 people, but 
also to the seizure of seven pirogues and 
several tons of goods (including drugs).

JHQ¹ French Guiana Analysis



Four merchant vessels at anchor were targeted by thieves in 2021. All these acts took place in 
the vicinity of Macapa on the left bank of the Amazon River estuary. The thieves usually flee 
as soon as they are spotted.

Brazil

The oil security challenge

Oil discoveries and potential off the 
Guiana Shield (Guyana, Suriname, 
French Guiana and northeast Brazil) have 
increased in recent years and are 
expected to affect regional maritime 
security stability in the coming years. At 
the end of the exploratory phase, when 

production is fully underway, oil 
companies will certainly have to deal 
with a combination of threats, as 
maritime oil activity generally goes hand 
in hand with a deteriorating security 
environment, especially in the most 
unstable regions.







INDIAN OCEAN



4.1 Global analysis

Piracy and robbery

Other threats to navigation

Indian Ocean - number of incidents

The Indian Ocean has seen a decrease in incidents this year, with 30 events related to piracy 
and robbery. The near-normal recovery of maritime traffic and the reduced use of anchorage 
areas may explain this decrease.

As a result of the significant decrease in the number of piracy incidents in the Somali Basin, 
the shipping industry announced in September 2021 the reduction of the High Risk Area 
(HRA).

In this report the review by country has been adapted to reflect current trends, with some 
countries removed and some others added.

Interstate conflicts and terrorist attacks (emerging drone threat) are nowadays increasingly 
affecting the safety of navigation in the Indian Ocean area, including the Red Sea, the 
Bab-el-Mandeb Strait, the Arabian Gulf and the northern Mozambique Channel. 

Southern India is affected by illegal fishing and smuggling.
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ALINDIEN¹ Analysis

 The situation in the Indian Ocean, 
especially in the Arabian Peninsula, 
remains as volatile as ever.
The Yemeni conflict continues with 
occasional maritime overflows from the 
Saudi-Yemeni border to the 
Bab-el-Mandeb Strait.  While no clear 
attacks have yet been established, the 
area may be subject to a heightened level 
of threat to vessels transiting the region.

Inter-states tensions

More generally, the maritime contours of 
the Arabian Peninsula remain subject to 
tensions between countries in the region.

Certain ships representing specific 
interests may be targeted by attacks or 
diversions carried out by military forces or 
proxies. The Mercer Street attack by aerial 
drone in the Arabian Sea, the Saviz attack 
in the southern Red Sea or the diversion 
of the Sothys off the coast of Iran are the 
latest significant incidents in the region.

These incidents remain sporadic and do 
not directly threaten commercial shipping 
as a whole.
Overall, the maritime situation is calm, 
but the existence of these incidents 
jusitifies continued vigilance.

In this context, Operation Agenor, 
through the presence of its assets and its 
posture, makes a significant contribution 
to regional maritime security.

Piracy

In the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden, 
piracy seems to have been eradicated 
thanks to the dissuasive action of 
Operation Atalanta and other anti-piracy 
operations, as well as the implementation 
of Best Management Practices by the 
maritime community.
Although piracy is no longer a significant 
threat to ships, suspicious approaches are 
regularly reported, and robbery in Somali 
waters remains a possibility.

Drugs trafficking

Finally, with the reopening of the 
post-pandemic COVID 19 borders, drugs 
trafficking, carried out on traditional 
vessels, has increased significantly this 
year.

1 Commander Indian Ocean maritime area



 The Indian Ocean is a vast expanse 
of sea, the third largest, through which 
much of the world's maritime trade 
transits, carrying hydrocarbons from the 
Persian Gulf and finished goods from 
Asian factories.

At any given time, about 15,000 ships are 
observed on the AIS in the Indian Ocean. 
This figure obviously does not include the 
many small vessels not required on AIS.

Piracy and robbery

Although piracy off the coast of Somalia 
has been largely reduced, some attacks 
increase the feeling of insecurity, 
especially for ships transiting near the 
Somali coast. 

For the states bordering the Indian 
Ocean, due to the large number of their 
nationals sailing in these areas, the 
phenomena of piracy in the Gulf of 
Guinea and South East Asia are a major 
concern monitored by the IFC IOR. 

The Gulf of Guinea remains the world's 
piracy hotspot, with reports of violence 
and kidnapping of crews for ransom.

South East Asia has seen a similar number 
of minor thefts (the relatively strict arms 
control in the region may explain the use 
of knives by pirates in South East Asia). 
However, it has been reported that the 
perpetrators of these robberies 
sporadically carry firearms.

Drug trafficking

Trafficking routes from the Makran coast, 
where heroin and hashish are traditionally 

found, are seeing an increasing number 
of methamphetamine seizures.

In the eastern Indian Ocean, traffickers 
often hide methamphetamine in 
so-called Chinese tea packages. The 
vessels involved are mainly fishing 
vessels, giving credence to the term 
narcofish.

While the seizures indicate that drugs are 
being moved on small boats, the use of 
containers on board commercial vessels 
to transport drugs is more worrying, 
putting these vessels at risk and 
increasing the costs of legal shipments 
from ports frequently used by traffickers.

IUU fishing

Most of the reported events involve small 
fishing vessels or locals breaking fishery 
laws near the coast.

The use of explosives, the use of 
prohibited equipment, the fishing of 
prohibited species, in unauthorised areas 
or during closed seasons constitute the 
majority of the infringements recorded.
Many foreign fishing vessels were seen 
operating outside the EEZ of the 
northern Arabian Sea coastal states. 

Maritime incidents

The importance of proper hazardous 
cargo management was highlighted in an 
incident on a container ship off Colombo 
in Sri Lanka.

IFC IOR¹ Analysis

1 Information Fusion Centre - Indian Ocean Region



Robberies regularly occur around ports in northwest and northeast India. Thefts or attempted thefts 
occur without violence and without injury, as the intruders flee when detected. These are thefts of 
small shipboard equipment.

The blockage of the Suez Canal had a 
significant impact on world trade and 
highlighted the unique geography of the 
Indian Ocean which, although vast, 
includes critical choke points.

Cyber threat in the maritime domain 

Although few cyber-attacks were 
reported, including against major 
shipping companies, some of them 
significantly affected port operations and 

highlighted the cyber vulnerabilities of 
the maritime industry.

Hybrid threats 

Incidents involving attacks on merchant 
vessels using remotely controlled 
improvised explosive devices (IEDs) have 
been reported.
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Piracy remains contained in the Gulf of Aden, thanks in particular to the deployment of military 
forces under the European Union's Operation Atalanta and to the protective measures taken on 
commercial vessels. Nevertheless, ships often report approaches by suspicious vessels off the coast 
of Yemen, especially in the vicinity of the Bab-el-Mandeb Strait and at the entrance of the Red Sea.

In addition, there is a risk of overspill or misunderstanding due to political crises and tensions in the 
area. The threat of drone attacks must be taken especially seriously in the maritime approaches.

Unlike in 2020, there was no robbery event in 2021 at the Chittagong anchorage. Nevertheless, two 
attacks by armed men occurred on small boats off the coast of Bangladesh. The targets were a local 
fishing vessel and a migrants’ boat.

In 2021, three suspicious approaches have been reported off Oman, between the mouth of the Gulf 
of Oman and the Strait of Hormuz.

Three commercial vessels also reported missile or drone attacks off Oman.
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 The South Indian Ocean Maritime 
Zone (ZMSOI), which includes the French 
territories of the Indian Ocean, is faced 
with rapidly changing risks and threats at 
sea.

In a regional context marked by profound 
transformations, recurrent instability and 
an increased presence of major powers 
(Russia, China and India), the Action de 
l'État en Mer (French state action at sea) is 
a privileged vector for asserting French 
rights over the maritime spaces located 
off the coast of La Réunion, Mayotte and 
the French Southern and Antarctic Lands.

Controlling illegal immigration by sea in 
Mayotte remains the most sensitive issue 
in the area.

Despite the health crisis and the 
repatriations to the Comoros being halted 
for several months, the number of 
interceptions of kwassa-kwassas² and 
illegal migrants in 2020 was slightly higher 
than in 2019.

With a constant flow of boats throughout 
2021, the number of interceptions is 
higher than in the last five years 
(estimated increase of +35% compared to 
2020).

Fighting illegal trafficking: an ongoing 
battle.

Since the beginning of 2021, the military 
vessels operating within CTF³ 150 have 
made record seizures, highlighting a major 
flow of drugs from the Iran-Pakistan area 
to Mozambique.

At the local level in La Réunion, the 
existence of a trafficking network 
between La Réunion and Mauritius based 
on exchanges of contraband products for 
cannabis has now been confirmed.

The preservation of fisheries resources 
and the fight against illegal fishing are 
important maritime issues in the 
southern Indian Ocean, with 
environmental and economic aspects as 
well as sovereignty issues.

Indeed, the exclusive economic zones of 
the Scattered Islands have been subject 
to incursions by small-scale fishermen for 
several years. The first weapon of 
dissuasion against these fishermen 
remains the presence of state vessels and, 
to a lesser extent, the close surveillance 
provided by the permanent military 
detachments in the islands.

The environmental scope of the southern 
Indian Ocean zone is already significant, 
as it contains almost 30% of the world's 
marine protected areas.

After the recent creation of the 
Glorieuses archipelago national nature 
reserve, the project for the French 
Antarctic and Austral lands will increase 
this ratio to around 50% and will de facto 
increase the need for surveillance and 
protection by offshore means.

1  French joint headquarters for the south of the Indian Ocean
2 Traditionnal skiffs of the Comoros
3 Combined Task Force 150 : Maritime Security Operations –             
  Combined Maritime Force

FAZSOI¹ General Staff Analysis



The increase in commercial traffic off La 
Réunion (11,300 vessels interrogated by 
the MRCC South Indian Ocean in 2020, 
20% more than in 2019) poses significant 

risks in the case of a sea event. We were 
reminded of this in August 2020 after the 
grounding of the merchant ship Wakashio 
on Mauritius. 



1  Regional Maritime Information Fusion Center

It is with great pleasure and honour that 
the Regional Maritime Information Fusion 
Centre of Madagascar, has accepted this 
year's invitation from the MICA Center to 
share our views on maritime 
safety/security issues in the Eastern 
Southern Africa and Western Indian 
Ocean (ESA-WIO) region.

2021 is a year of transition following the 
multiple disruptions caused by the 
COVID-19 pandemic.

The business model of the wider maritime 
sector has been severely tested and the 
need to adapt to an ever-changing 
environment has been characterized this 
year by a tremendous strain on container 
and energy transport as a result of the 
economic recovery.

The blockage of the Suez Canal in March 
amplified this phenomenon and 
illustrated, if need be, the dependence of 
the world economy on maritime 
transport.

The ESA-WIO region is also characterized 
by a number of instability hotspots: the 
Strait of Hormuz, Yemen, Somalia and 
Mozambique in particular, where the 
regular unrests have a significant impact 
on human activities.

Following a year of little significance in 
terms of illicit activities in 2020, as the 
missions and resources of the law 
enforcement agencies were mainly 
redirected towards measures to combat 
COVID-19, the RMIFC notes a 
phenomenon that could be described as 
catching up, particularly with regard to 
drug trafficking.

The quantities seized (all substances 
combined) have in fact more than 
doubled this year compared to 2020 and 
will probably have exceeded those of 
2019 and 2018.

Thus, as with legal activities, transport by 
sea plays a predominant role, even 
reinforced by the pandemic, in terms of 
illicit activities, as the ocean remains an 
unrivalled area of freedom and 
manoeuvre.

RMIFC¹ Analysis - Madagascar



As in 2020, navigation in the waters of northern Mozambique remains unsafe due to events 
that can be linked to terrorist groups. The two incidents reported this year took place in the 
Cabo Delgado province and are directly linked to this type of activity.

Piracy off the coast of Somalia has not changed significantly. Suspicious sightings (dhow stop-
ped, all lights off) or suspicious approaches are occasionally reported far offshore.

The pirate groups still present on the coast seem to have shifted their illicit activities to other 
more lucrative traffics less exposed to the risk of arrest. The sheer instability of the country, 
which remains highly fragmented, is a breeding ground for a potential resurgence of the risk 
of piracy.
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5.1 Global analysis

 Since its establishment in 2009, the 
Information Fusion Center (IFC) in 
Singapore has focused its information 
sharing efforts on five broad categories of 
incidents: armed and unarmed robbery 
and piracy, maritime incidents, IUU 
fishing, smuggling and illegal immigration 
in its area of interest.  In 2021, in 
agreement with our maritime partners 
and international liaison officers, the IFC 
has added two new categories, namely 
the environmental threat and the cyber 
threat.

In 2021, the IFC observed an overall 
increase in the number of maritime 
security reported incidents, compared to 
2019 and 2020. Two categories are worth 
noting.

Firstly, theft and piracy incidents remain a 
priority key concern in IFC’s area of 
interest. 

While the overall number of these events 
decreased by about 22% in 2021, there 
was a 32% increase in incidents involving 
confrontations with crew and 
perpetrators carrying weapons, 
particularly in the Eastbound Lane of the 
Traffic Separation Scheme, within the 
Singapore Strait. Nevertheless, the 
casualty rate remains low and the general 
modus operandi of the perpetrators 
remains largely consistent with that of 
petty crime, perpetrators choosing to 
escape upon being sighted, unlike those 
reported in the Gulf of Guinea.

Secondly, organised crime is another area 
of concern in the IFC's area of interest.

The centre observed an increase of about 
35% in reported smuggling activities this 
year, compared to 2019 and 2020. Some 
factors may explain this increase.

Increased border security as part of 
COVID-19 enforcement measures has 
resulted in a higher detection rate of 
contraband transiting through the 
maritime route. In addition, COVID-19 
has severely affected the livelihoods of 
local nationals, who had little choice but 
to resort to illicit activities to make ends 
meet. Finally, the increase in domestic 
demand for some goods, such as 
domestic produce and tobacco, has 
pushed up prices and made smuggling 
more lucrative. 

While maritime security incidents 
continue to take place in our area of 
interest, the IFC and our partners remain 
committed to sharing accurate and 
timely information so that we can 
collectively cooperate effectively to 
combat maritime crime and achieve safe 
and secure seas for all.

IFC Singapore Analysis



5.2 Piracy and robbery

 The number of incidents recorded in 
South-East Asia in 2021 shows a clear 
decrease overall, but this conceals strong 
disparities by sub-region.

In the Singapore Strait and its approaches, 
the regular increase in incidents observed in 
previous years is confirmed with 51 
incidents recorded this year, which 
corresponds to more than half of the events 
in the South-East Asia region. Neither the 
efforts made by Singapore, Malaysia and 
Indonesia, nor the numerous measures 
taken to curb this threat, in particular the 
reinforcement of the Malacca Strait Patrol 
and increased cooperation through the 
Singapore Information Fusion Centre with 
all maritime stakeholders, succeeded in 
reversing the trend.

In the Philippines, acts of robbery are stable 
after the sharp rise recorded in 2020 and 
despite a significant number of reported 
events in Manila, sometimes violent towards 
the crew, between April and August 2021.

Other areas of South-East Asia show an 
overall decrease of more than half of the 
incidents and demonstrate a strong 
commitment from local maritime 
authorities to address the resurgence of 
robbery observed in 2020.

Furthermore, although no incident of 
maritime terrorism was reported in 2021, 
Abu Sayyaf terrorist group remains a 
constant threat in the Sulu Sea. On 3 March 
2021, a bulk carrier reported a possible 
attack attempt in the Sibutu Strait between 
the Sulu and Sulawesi Seas, in an area where 
the Abu Sayyaf Group traditionally 
operates. A speedboat approached the ship 
with three men on board, but no 
information on the actual intent of the boat 
could be obtained at the time.

While there is no indication that attacks will 
be carried out in the coming months, the 
threat persists and any transit of a low 
freeboard and/or low speed vessel (such as a 
tug, small tanker, cable ship, pleasure craft) 
continues to be considered a high risk.
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While there has been a relative lull in piracy and robbery around the world, incidents in the 
Singapore Strait and its approaches continue to rise.

Indeed, 2021 marks the highest level of robbery activities since 2015 with 51 reported 
incidents, all on underway vessels.

The presence of armed robbers has risen sharply, along with their level of violence; they are 
now reported on more than a third of the events. 

Few robbery arrests were also observed this year, pointing to a similar intensity of robbery 
events in 2022.

West of the Singapore Strait and its approaches

Ten incidents were reported, confirming the decrease already observed in 2020 in this area 
of the Strait. Most of the targeted vessels have a low speed and low freeboard, such as tugs, 
barges or bulk carriers.

The attacks occur both during the day and at night, and are mostly to the east of Karimun 
Island in Indonesia.

5.3 Singapore Strait

Robbery Attempt Attack Attacked vessel/ship



Forty one incidents were reported, mostly on tankers and bulk carriers underway, and mainly 
at night. The attacks are opportunistic and usually take place north of the Indonesian islands 
of Batam and Bintan, in the southern area of the Singapore Strait Traffic Separation Scheme.

The perpetrators are usually found in the engine rooms and attempt to steal engine parts 
and small equipment from the ship.

The gangs involved in these robberies are very different from those involved in the western 
part of the Strait and more professional in their modus operandi.

They attack with motorised sampans and do not hesitate to board ships with freeboards of 
up to seven metres. The same group of perpetrators usually targets several ships in the same 
night in order to maximise their gains.

The number of incidents in Indonesian waters (outside the Singapore Strait) has decreased 
significantly in 2021.

Thefts or attempted thefts are committed by robbers, sometimes armed with knives or 
machetes. Most of the time, these robberies involve the theft of spare parts. However, the 
robbers flee as soon as they are detected. These actions mainly take place in anchorage areas 
or at berth, especially at night.

The crews sometimes only notice the thefts during their rounds and do not detect the 
robbers when they are on board.

In recent years, the Strait has not been a risk area as such. Robbers are mainly active in this 
area on ships at anchor or docked in the Belawan port in northern Sumatra,
Indonesia, or on the north-eastern island of Karimun, in the immediate vicinity of the 
Singapore Strait. The thefts are likely to be carried out by the same bandits who operate in 
the Singapore Strait. 

East of the Singapore Strait and its approaches

Malacca Strait
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The number of reported incidents in Malaysian waters has decreased significantly over the 
last two years and mainly concerns anchored or docked robberies in the north-east of 
Borneo (Krokop and Sandakan Harbours). 

No violence was reported during these events.
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While the number of events is stable compared to 2020, acts of violence against the crews 
increased in the summer of 2021, particularly in the Manila anchorage area where ten of the 
twelve incidents were reported. 

The Manila attacks took place on low to moderate freeboard vessels, mainly container ships 
and during the hours of darkness. In most cases, the perpetrators have been found stealing 
spare parts. The robbers usually operate in small armed groups and are more violent than in 
the past.
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Three incidents were reported in 2021, at or near the ports of Rabaul, Nawae and Alotau 
respectively. With the exception of one act of robbery on a tanker, incidents do not 
generally target the shipping industry, but rather small boats or fishing vessels, and are rarely 
officially reported. The attacks are usually armed and potentially very violent.

Vietnam

Papua New Guinea

The number of incidents in Vietnam remains marginal; they are thefts at anchor without 
violence.
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Security threats in the French Polynesia 
(FP) and Clipperton EEZ

The establishment of the national mari-
time security strategy highlights the 
following impacts for the French Polyne-
sia area :

• Illegal exploitation of fisheries 
resources: very high impact in French 
Polynesia (government priority) and in 
the Clipperton region ;
• Climate risks, natural disasters: 
high impact;
• Illegal exploitation of energy and 
mineral resources: medium (French 
Polynesia) to low impact ;
• drugs trafficking: medium to low 
impact.

Fishing in French Polynesia

French Polynesia, due to its central 
position in the South Pacific, is 
concerned by two RFMO² : the WCPFC³ 
for the western part and the IATTC⁴ for 
the eastern part of the Pacific Ocean.

As Polynesian long-liners are not 
members, their fishing area is limited to 
the FP EEZ. WCPFC standards allow for 
at-sea monitoring outside the EEZ.

The Polynesian government has not 
granted fishing licences in the EEZ since 
1996.
Fishing pressure, which is low inside the 
EEZ (only 70 Polynesian long-liners 
operate there), is higher outside, on the 
high seas, due to Asian fishing fleets 
(China and Taiwan for the most part, 
Vanuatu with Chinese interests to a lesser 
extent). These fleets are putting great 
pressure on the resource.

Despite surveillance efforts, the 
misconception that the area is being 
plundered by foreign fleets, particularly 
Chinese ones, is still very much alive in 
people's minds. No offences have been 
recorded in the last five years.

ALPACI¹ General Staff Analysis

Drugs trafficking

Due to the health crisis, the year 2021 
was marked by a considerable drop in 
the flow of sailing boats, the traditional 
means of transporting cocaine between 
Latin America and the Oceania countries 
(Australia and New Zealand). The last 
operation at sea was in April 2020. Drugs 
trafficking via pleasure craft remains 
occasional and container controls are 
carried out by customs at dock. 

The impact of drugs trafficking in the 
French Polynesia maritime area could be 
reconsidered, in light of the risk of 
contamination of certain isolated 
Polynesian islands where traffickers are 
looking for logistical support to conduct 
transhipments.

1 Commander Pacific Ocean maritime area
2 Regional fisheries management organisation

3 Western and Central Pacific Fisheries convention
4 Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission



Protected species trafficking

For cultural reasons, poaching activities 
are mainly concentrated on turtle 
species from December to January. As 
such, each year operations coordinated 
by the commander of the maritime zone 
between the French Navy and the 
Gendarmerie are scheduled to combat 
protected species trafficking.

In 2021, three suspects were arrested by 
the gendarmerie for turtles trafficking 
after being detected by a French Navy 
aircraft.

Maritime territorial defence

Few ships are subject to a particular 
surveillance in French Polynesia. Only the 
repeated presence of sailboats with a 
suspicious profile has been significant.

Clipperton EEZ

Daily surveillance is carried out by the 
French Polynesia Joint Maritime Centre, 
in particular in its fisheries policing role. It 
is based on the analysis of suspicious 
patterns or unregistered vessels using 
electronic data (AIS) and satellite 
imagery.

This strategy makes it possible to detect 
AIS-transmitting vessels with fishing 
tracks and, in theory, to identify 
unauthorised vessels.
Intervention by air and sea means is 
needed to establish infringements. 
However, it is still hampered by 
geographical constraints.

The threats in the Clipperton EEZ are 
obviously illegal fishing, but also drugs 
trafficking. Several years in a row, the 
crews of the French Navy have 
discovered cocaine loaves in the area.

Underwater scientific research

Due to their location and situation, the 
EEZs of Clipperton and French Polynesia 
are subject to numerous requests for 
underwater scientific research.

The campaigns of foreign companies 
present strong underlying economic 
stakes in terms of data exploitation (filing 
of patents, deep-sea exploration).







EUROPE



 No piracy incidents were recorded in 2021 off the coasts of Europe. However, several 
phenomena are affecting the security of these highly frequented maritime areas, at the heart 
of major geopolitical events.

6.2 Mediterranean Sea

6.1 Global analysis

CECMED¹ Analysis

  In the Mediterranean, due to a 
significant increase in the flow of 
migrants to Europe in 2021, international 
attention focuses mainly on human 
trafficking. However, other illicit trades 
(drugs, weapons) persist and require 
constant vigilance. In addition, the 
political and security instability in Libya 
maintains the existence of a high-risk 
area off the coast of Cyrenaica.

Inspection boardings

Since September 2020, the number of 
inspection boardings of civilian vessels 
off the coast of Cyrenaica has increased. 
This trend continued during 2021, with 
23 cases reported, compared to five in 
2020.

This situation is rooted in the fighting 
near Derna in 2015. A war zone was 
established to isolate the city. At the 
end of the fighting, it became a No Sail 
Zone (NSZ), which remains active today.

The maritime militia LNA Sousse Marine 
Combat Company uses the existence of 
this NSZ to divert ships transiting north 
of Derna, including beyond Libyan 
territorial waters.

1 CECMED : Commander Mediterranean maritime area



This militia is equipped with tugs as well 
as light patrol boats and RHIBs¹ that can 
be equipped with machine guns. These 
units allow armed men to be loaded 
onto the targeted ship and to be 
escorted to the port of Ras al Hilal, west 
of Derna.

The ships are then held for a period 
between two and seven days until an 
estimated amount of between $50,000 
and $100,000 is paid.

The variety of flags of the ships boarded 
proves that the militia does not have a 
clear focus and that any ship near the 
NSZ can be targeted. 

Narcotics trafficking

In the Mediterranean, the problem of 
narcotrafficking is concentrated in the 
vicinity of Gibraltar and the Alboran 
Sea.

Various vectors can be used: go-fasts - in 
a maritime raid logic - or larger units 
(pleasure boats, fishing vessels, 
commercial vessels) in a dilution logic. 
Transhipments between units could take 
place.

Illegal immigration

In terms of migrant departures, the 
volume is relatively stable in the western 
Mediterranean, with most departures to 
Spain being observed from the Atlantic 
coast.

The central Mediterranean concentrates 
the major part of the flows, with a strong 
increase in 2021 compared to 2020, of 
around 70%. Departures from Libya on 
board large capacity vessels, which had 
not been observed for several years, are 
once again being observed. The route 
between Turkey and Italy also remains 
very active.

In the Eastern Mediterranean, the flow 
has been reduced by 60%, with a 
relatively calm situation in the Aegean 
Sea. A flow, now reduced, is also 
observed towards Cyprus.

1  RHIBs : Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats



6.3 The Channel and North Sea

COMNORD1 Analysis

In 2021, the threats that most affect 
maritime security in the Channel and 
the North Sea area are the growing 
migration phenomenon and drugs 
trafficking.

Illegal immigration

In the context of attempted crossings of 
the Channel by migrants, in 2021 : 1 360 
events involving over 35 382 people 
were recorded in connection with 
attempted crossings of the Channel by 
migrants, of which 8 609 were rescued at 
sea and brought ashore through French 
coordination.

The number of attempts was multiplied 
by 3.5 this year. The number of rescues 
by state services and rescuers increased 
in the same proportions, sometimes 
with the support of ferries and 
commercial ships.

Although the use of large boats now 
appears to be a standard mode of 
action for organised departures, 
sometimes with up to fifty migrants on 
board, attempts to cross with much 
more rudimentary means remain 
(dinghies, paddleboats and kayaks).

The intervention of large ships in this 
type of event is rare, but the sharp 
increase in the number of crossings 
suggests that they may be more 
affected in the future.

The proximity of large ports such as 
Dunkirk and Calais, and the crossing of 
the Pas de Calais pose a threat to the 
safety of shipping.

Drugs trafficking

As far as drugs trafficking is concerned, 
the Channel ports, like most Northern 
European ports, see an increase in 
maritime drug flows.

The intensification of liaisons with Latin 
America and the position of the port of 
Le Havre as the leader in containers 
trade in France and the fifth largest 
European port in terms of goods flows, 
make it a privileged target. HAROPA¹ has 
raised its security level since 2020 facing 
the pressure from traffickers on dockers. 
Drug seizures occur on a regular basis.

1 MOCNORD : Commander Channel and North Sea maritime area
2 Depuis le 1er juin 2021 les ports du Havre, de Rouen et de Paris sont réunis au sein d’un même établissement : HAROPA PORT, le Grand port 
fluviomaritime de l’axe Seine



In terms of crossings at sea, there are 
numerous flows in the Channel, 
particularly to Antwerp. Of note is the 
interception at sea by Customs, in 
cooperation with the French Navy, of 
1,127 kg of cocaine bound for Belgium on 
board the cargo ship Trudy on 1 October 
2021.

IUU fishing

There is no illegal fishing activity in the 
Channel and the North Sea, whose 
waters are actively monitored by the 
bordering countries.
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1. CADRE JURIDIQUE | LEGAL FRAMEWORK

1.1. La piraterie | Piracy.

La définition actuelle de l’acte de piraterie résulte de l’article 101 de la convention de Montego Bay sur 

The current definition of piracy results from the article 101 of the Montego Bay Convention on the Law 
of the Sea (10 December 1982). It is defined as “any  illegal  act  of  violence  committed  for private ends 
by a ship or an aircraft against a ship or another aircraft”. 

1.2. Le brigandage | Robbery.

Les actes commis dans les eaux territoriales d’un État ne peuvent être qualifiés de piraterie, dans la 
mesure où ils se produisent dans une zone placée sous la souveraineté d’un État, seul compétent pour 
les réprimer. Ces actes sont qualifiés de brigandage et définis dans le code de bonne conduite des 
enquêtes sur les délits de piraterie et de vol à main armée à l’encontre des navires dans la Résolution 

violence ou de détention ou toute déprédation, ou menace de déprédation, autre qu’un acte de 
piraterie, commis à des fins privées contre un navire, ou contre des personnes ou des biens à son bord, 

Illicit actions perpetrated within the territorial waters of a State cannot be defined as piracy 
considering that they are taking place within a zone placed under the sovereignty of a state, which has 
exclusive competence to prosecute them. Such acts are called robbery and defined in the code of 
practice for the investigation  of  crimes of piracy and armed robbery against ships in the resolution 

any act of depredation, or threat thereof, other than an act of piracy, committed for private ends and 
directed against a ship or against persons or property on board such a ship, within a State’s internal 



événement  au  cours  duquel  un  navire  a  été  capturé : les  assaillants ont 
eu le contrôle du navire ou de son équipage.

incident during which pirates or bandits take the control of a  ship. The 
aggressors have total control of the ship and her crew.

vol réalisé avec ou sans violence dans les eaux territoriales.

theft perpetrated with violence/aggression in territorial waters.

événement au cours duquel des assaillants :
- 
- 

- 

incident during which the aggressors used their weapons and:
- 
-

- 

ont fait usage de leurs armes ;
ont mené une action à l’encontre d’un navire sans parvenir à monter à son 
bord ;
sont montés à bord avec l’intention de prendre le contrôle du navire ou de 
l’équipage sans y parvenir.

got on board, or weapons;
Implemented specific equipment and gear (ladders, grappling hooks...) 
designed to get on board, or;
conducted an action against a ship without having to get onboard, outside a 
port.

événement au cours duquel l’intention de mener une attaque a été 
clairement établie :
- 
- 

- 

incident during which the intention to attack is clearly established:
- 
- 

- 

les assaillants ont pointé leur armement sur le navire ;
du matériel d’abordage (échelle, grappin...) a été observé sans mise en 
œuvre ;
un    comportement    cinématique    particulier    ou    une annonce ont été      
relevés.

either the aggressors turned their weapons against the ship;
either piracy gear (ladders, grappling hooks) have been detected without 
being used;
a specific move from the aggressor’s boat, or an announcement has been 
noted.

Navire piraté
Attacked vessel/ship

Attaque
Attack

Approche
Attempt

Vol
Robbery

fausse alarme ou activité irrégulière

false alarm or irregular activity





B
2021 incidents – Gulf of Guinea



Date Place
Vessel 

type

Spoil       

human - goods

Time 

(UTC)
Event type Kinematic Weapons

2021-01-04 Pointe noire
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

12:00 Theft Anchored Yes

2021-01-08 Bonny Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

14:50
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-01-13 Bonny Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

19:50 Attack Sailing No

2021-01-14 Bonny Tanker No injuries - Nil

1:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-01-18 Banana
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

3:00 Theft Anchored Yes

2021-01-21 Bonny
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

10:08
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-01-23 Sao Tome
Container 

ship

Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

3:38 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

4

The vessel reported a suspicious approach by a small 

craft at 100m. The crew applied the BMP WA 

measures and the skiff aborted its approach.

5

A duty crew member spotted three men in the 

forecastle stores and informed the Officer of the 

Watch. The alarm was raised causing the men to flee.

6

The vessel reported a suspicious approach by a small 

craft with 6 or 7 men on board. The crew waited in the 

citadel except for 7 security guards, the master and 3 

officers. The craft approached at 0.3 nm. A security 

guard fired a warning shot. The speed craft altered 

course and reduced speed.

Event description

The vessel reported a theft. Men were found by the 

watch keeper who raised immediately the alarm. The 

crew mustered inside the citadel and port authorities 

were informed. A security team sent by the port 

investigated and secured the ship. No one was found.

1

2

The vessel reported a suspicious approach. A skiff with 

8 men on board proceeded to the vessel side.  The crew 

mustered in the citadel and full speed was ordered. The 

skiff aborted its approach after 20 minutes.

3

The vessel reported a suspicious approach by a small 

craft. The crew heard shots fired before mustering in 

the citadel and local authorities were informed. 

Security vessels were dispatched to investigate and 

secure the area. The crew left the citadel as soon as it 

was confirmed by the security vessel that the area was 

secure.

Srl

7

The vessel was boarded by at least 4 armed men. The 

crew mustered in the citadel and local authorities were 

informed. After six hours, the men broke into the 

citadel killing one crewmember and injuring two 

others. 15 crewmembers were kidnapped.



2021-01-30 Accra Cargo ship
Not stated - Not 

stated

4:40 Boarding Sailing Unknown

2021-02-01 Tema
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

11:20 False alarm Anchored Yes

2021-02-04 Bonny Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

9:00

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

2021-02-06 Santo Antonio Tanker
No injuries - 

Stores

23:20 Boarding Sailing Yes

2021-02-07 Anna Chavez
Fishing 

vessel

Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

21:00 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes

2021-02-08 Anna Chavez Tanker
No injuries - 

Not stated

5:20 Boarding Sailing Unknown

2021-02-08 Sao Tome Tanker No injuries - Nil

16:58 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-02-08 Pointe Noire
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

23:50 Robbery Anchored Yes

8

The vessel was boarded by an unknown number of 

men. The crew applied the BMP WA procedures and 

mustered in the citadel. The crew kept control of the 

vessel from the citadel and sailed into the Nigerian 

EEZ where a private Nigerian Security Escort vessel 

came in the vicinity with a Navy team to assist and 

secure the ship.

9

The vessel reported a theft. Local authorities later 

reported that it was a false testimony and nothing was 

stolen.

13

The vessel reported an attempted boarding by at least 4 

men on a small craft equipped with ladders. The craft 

was launched from another ship who was previously 

hijacked. The crew applied BMP WA procedures and 

conducted evasive manoeuvers causing the men to 

abort the attempt.

14

The vessel reported an attack by one skiff with 6 men . 

The men fired towards the bridge. The vessel applied 

BMP WA measures and the skiff aborted its approach.

15

3 men, one of whom was armed with a knife, were 

spotted during a security round. The alarm was raised 

and the crew mustered on the bridge. They contacted 

the Port Control and 3 speedboats were deployed for 

assistance. A mooring line was stolen.

10

The vessel reported a small craft with 6-7 men on 

board acting suspiciously. The craft came up to 1Nm 

however no ladder or weapons were seen.

11

The vessel reported a boarding by 8 armed men. The 

crew was reported safe in the citadel. The men stayed 

at least 12 hours on board before leaving the vessel. 

The MCC Area D dispatched naval assets from 

Equatorial-Guinea and Cameroon to provide 

assistance.

12

An unknown number of men took control of the fishing 

vessel and its 15 crewmembers. The vessel was then 

used as a support ship by the men to attack two 

different ships.



2021-02-09 Anna Chavez Tanker

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

12:22 Boarding Sailing No

2021-02-24 Bonny Other No injuries - Nil

14:30 False alarm Sailing No

2021-02-28 Luanda
Supply 

vessel

No injuries - 

Stores

2:30 Theft Anchored No

2021-03-06 Douala
Supply 

vessel

No injuries - 

Stores

7:00 Theft Anchored No

2021-03-10 Luanda
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

7:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-11 Takoradi Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

1:20 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-11 Cotonou Tanker
Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

15:12 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-03-14 Cotonou
Supply 

vessel
No injuries - 

7:31 Boarding Sailing Yes - With Use

19
A theft occured on the vessel. The theft was noticed 

during a round.

20 A theft occured on the vessel.

21 A theft occurred on board the vessel.

16

The vessel was boarded by an unknown number of 

men. The crew mustered in the citadel and managed to 

control the vessel remotely from the citadel. An Equato-

Guinean destroyer was dispatched thus allowing the 

crew to leave the citadel after approximately 24 hours 

and to head to Malabo.

17

Reports of a piracy incident on a security escort vessel 

with several casualties among the security team present 

on board were later denied by the Nigerian authorities.

18 A theft occurred on the merchant vessel.

22

The vessel was boarded by 9 armed men who 

kidnapped 15 crewmembers. The local authorities were 

informed. The Nigerian Navy dispatched a security 

ship to secure the vessel.

23

The supply vessel reported an attack . All crew 

remained safe in the citadel.The men tried to force their 

way into the ship from the bridge but failed. A Nigerian 

security vessel conducted an investigation and reported 

damage to the bridge. The vessel reached its 

destination under escort.



2021-03-28 Monrovia
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

4:25 Theft Anchored No

2021-03-28 Luanda Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

23:45 Theft Anchored No

2021-04-02 Conakry
Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

2:50 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-04-20 Lagos Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

18:15
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-04-21 Lagos Other No injuries - Nil

9:30

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

2021-04-21 Ana Chaves Tanker No injuries - Nil

12:05

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

2021-04-23 Ana Chaves
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

9:03 Boarding Sailing No

2021-04-29 Luanda
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

1:00 Theft Anchored No

25

A theft occured on the vessel. A man was discovered 

by the deck watch who raised immediately the alarm. 

The man fled away and port authorities were informed.

26

A robbery occurred on the vessel. The local authorities 

were informed and dispatched a patrol boat to secure 

the area.

27

The merchant vessel reported a suspicious approach to 

a distance of 0.5 miles by a small boat. The vessel 

executed evasive manoeuvers causing the small boat to 

abort its approach.

24

The vessel reported an attempted theft . The deck 

watchman spotted a small boat alongside and two 

persons boarding the vessel. The alarm was raised 

causing the men to flee. 

31
Men were discovered on board by the deck watch who 

immediately raised the alarm causing the men to flee.

28

The presence of a small boat with 8 persons on board 

suspected of being involved in piracy activities was 

reported. Local authorities and the Italian Navy 

coordinated an operation to try to intercept the 

suspicious small boat.

29
 The merchant vessel reported a small boat suspected 

of being involved in piracy activity.

30

The merchant vessel was attacked by a skiff. The crew 

mustered inside the citadel and an Italian Navy warship 

secured and assisted the merchant vessel.



2021-05-02 Monrovia
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

3:30 Theft Berthed No

2021-05-19 Tema
Fishing 

vessel

Taken Hostage - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

18:30 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-05-26 Onne Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

3:20 Theft Berthed No

2021-05-29 Onne
Supply 

vessel
Threatened - Nil

2:55 Robbery Berthed Yes

2021-05-31 Cotonou
Fishing 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

19:30 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-06-04 Tema Tanker Threatened - Nil

9:40
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-06-06 Cotonou Cargo ship

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

17:00 Boarding Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-07-06 Malabo
Supply 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

21:30

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

32 A man was found during a patrol but escaped.

33

The vessel was boarded by 5 armed men. 5 

crewmembers were kidnapped. The Ghanian Navy 

dispatched a ship to escort the vessel back to port.

37

A skiff with 10 men onboard approached the vessel. 

The vessel applied BMP WA procedures and after 20 

minutes the skiff gave up the pursuit.

38
Six armed men onboard a skiff tried to board a vessel 

without success.

39

The merchant vessel reported a suspicious activity . 

The vessel was followed by two skiffs crossing her 

position at high speed (22 Knots).One skiff approached 

to within 2.5 NM. The approach was aborted due to the 

close proximity of a FPSO. 

34

A man was seen on the vessel. He fled on a canoe when 

the alarm was raised. A Nigerian patrol boat was 

dispatched to secure the area.

35

A man armed with a knife was spotted by a crew 

member during a round check. The man fled when the 

alarm was raised.

36

The vessel was attacked by men onboard two skiffs. 

They forced her to stop her course. Seven armed men 

boarded, kidnapped 5 crewmembers and left two hours 

later. The Ghanian Navy dispatched a ship to escort the 

vessel.



2021-07-08 Conakry
Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

3:30 Robbery Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-07-27 Ana Chaves Tanker
No injuries - 

Not stated

4:00

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

2021-07-31 Tema Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

23:30 Theft Berthed No

2021-08-01 Conakry Cargo ship

Threatened - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

4:30 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-09-05 Libreville Cargo ship
Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

0:00 Hijack - Kidnap Anchored Yes

2021-09-06 Tema
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

4:45

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Anchored No

2021-09-11 Santana Tanker No injuries - Nil

8:20

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

2021-09-14 Banana Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

3:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

43

Four armed men boarded. The alarm was raised and the 

crew mustered quickly inside the accommodation.  The 

men tried to kidnap two crewmembers who managed to 

escape. The men stole cash and electronic equipment 

before leaving.

44

A speed boat with 5 armed men onboard approached 

the vessel . Three men boarded. The Gabonese local 

authorities dispatched reinforcement to secure the 

anchorage area. Two crewmembers were injured and 

one declared missing.

45

A crew member noticed a small boat with 6 men 

onboard approching the vessel. The men tried to throw 

a hook with line and the alarm was raised. The small 

boat went away and the port authorities were informed.

40
Seven armed men managed to climb onboard and to 

steal crew belongings.

41

A fishing vessel and 2 skiffs approached the vessel 

with bright lights. The vessel managed to keep them 

2Nm away.

42

Three men were seen attempting to board. The crew 

was able to repel the men with fire hoses. Later the 

men came back but were repelled again by the crew.

46

The  vessel noticed 7 skiffs coming from the side. 3 

skiffs approached the vessel at a distance of 0.3Nm and 

altered their courses to be parallel with the vessel. 

After half an hour the skiffs were out of sight and the 

vessel continued her route.

47

An unknown number of men boarded the vessel. They 

stole equipment from the vessel and fled without being 

noticed.



2021-09-26 Anna Chavez
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

9:38
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-10-11 Tema
Fishing 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

11:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-10-19 Tema
Fishing 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

9:30

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

2021-10-25 San antonio Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

8:15 Boarding Sailing No

2021-10-25 Conakry Cargo ship

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

2:08 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-10-25 San Antonio
Supply 

vessel

Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

21:26 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-11-03 Lome Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

1:40

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Anchored No

2021-11-07 Ana Chaves
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

13:05

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

49

The fishing vessel was approached by 2 skiffs with an 

unknown number of person on board. Thanks to the 

intervention of the Ghanaian Navy armed guards, the 

approach failed.

50
The merchant vessel reported a suspicious tug (stopped 

without AIS). The local authorities were informed.

51

The merchant vessel was attacked by a skiff with 8 

men. They boarded the MV and left after a Russian 

military helicopter intervened. The ship was then 

secured by the Russian military.

48
The vessel was approached by a skiff with 6 men. The 

skiff stopped the approach after 30 minutes of pursuit.

55

The merchant vessel observed a small craft at 6Nm 

approaching at 26 Knt. The vessel applied BMP WA 

procedures and the craft abandoned its approach at 

5NM.

52

The merchant vessel was borded by 7 armed men. 

After investigations led by the Guinean Navy, no one 

was found on board. Cash and personal electronics 

were stolen.

53

The merchant vessel was borded by an unknown 

number of men. The men left hours later taking three 

crewmembers hostage and the vessel was drifting until 

the next day.

54

The merchant vessel was approached by a wooden skiff 

with 5-6 men on board. They tried to grab the razor 

wires but fled as soon as the alarm was raised. Two 

Togolese patrol boats were dispatched to secure the 

anchorage and reported the presence of a fishing skiff.



2021-11-11 Bonny Cargo ship
Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

1:00 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes

2021-11-12 Soyo
Supply 

vessel

No injuries - 

Stores

3:30 Theft Anchored No

2021-11-26 Takoradi Tanker No injuries - Nil

18:50

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing No

2021-11-24 Bonny Other
Taken Hostage - 

Ship's damage

20:00

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-12-13 Libreville Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

1:00 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-12-13 Libreville LNG No injuries - Nil

1:35
Suspicious 

approach
Anchored No

2021-12-13 Luba Cargo ship
Taken Hostage - 

Ship's damage

14:27 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-12-15 Bata Cargo ship Not stated - Nil

20:30 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

56
An unknown number of men boarded the merchant 

vessel. They kidnapped five crewmembers.

57

A theft occurred on the merchant vessel. The men 

managed to board the vessel and stole mooring ropes 

without being spotted.

61

The merchant vessel reported a suspicious approach by 

a skiff with 12 persons equipped with ladders. The 

security team raised the alarm causing the skiff to 

retreat. The Gabonese local authorities dispatched 

reinforcement in order to secure the area.

62

The merchant vessel was boarded by an unknown 

number of attackers and 6 crewmembers were 

kidnapped. Naval assets were dispatched to assist and 

secure the vessel.

63
The merchant vessel was attacked by an unknown 

numbers of persons. One man was injured.

58

The merchant vessel reported a ship closing her 

position. She increased her speed and the other ship 

kept following her for one hour before stopping. 

59

A Danish frigate and her helicopter sighted a 

suspicious skiff with 8 men and a ladder on board after 

MDAT GoG reported an increased threat in the area. 

Frogmen were dispatched on small boats to investigate 

and interrogate the skiff. Following gunshots, four of 

the men onboard the skiff were killed, one injured and 

three captured.

60

Five armed intruders boarded a merchant vessel whilst 

 at Owendo anchorage. The Gabonese local authorities 

dispatched reinforcement in order to secure the area. 



2021-12-08 Monrovia Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

5:00 Theft Anchored Yes

2021-12-25 Monrovia Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

unknown Theft Anchored Yes

2021-12-30 Bata
Fishing 

vessel

Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

3:00 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes

64

Bare footprints were discovered near the rescue boat 

station on the vessel. The alarm was raised and some 

lifeboat's equipment was reported stolen.

65
A theft ocured on the merchant vessel. The incident 

was reported to the local authorities.

66

An unknown number of armed men attacked the ship 

and kidnapped 6 crewmembers. The ship requested 

assistance and an Equato-guinean Navy ship was 

dispatched.



 





C
2021 incidents – Latin America

and the Caribbean region
 – Other areas



Date Place
Vessel 

type

Spoil              

human - goods

Time 

(UTC)
Event type Kinematic Weapons

2021-01-01 Casablanca Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

12:00 Boarding Berthed Yes - With Use

2021-01-03 Port au prince
Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Stores

14:53 Robbery Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-01-05 Marigot Bay Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

7:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-06 Cartagena
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

0:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-07
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

19:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-09 Carthagena 
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

10:44 Boarding Sailing Unknown

2021-01-10 Marigot Bay Yacht No injuries - Nil

7:40 Theft Anchored Unknown

6

10 men in a small boat boarded. The crew activated the 

alarm and notified the port control. The crew 

discovered that some belongings were stolen and 

noticed that some men were still onboard. They 

sheltered inside the accommodation area. A coast 

guard boat arrived and searched the ship. 5 men were 

found and detained.

Event description

Several men armed with knives and clubs snuck aboard 

the vessel. The crew fought off the men who fled.
1

2
6 armed men boarded and assaulted the chief engineer. 

Some of the ship's equipment was stolen.

3

While the crew was asleep, a man boarded, broke in 

through the locked door and stole cash and personal 

electronics. The crew discovered wet footprints on the 

deck in the morning.

Srl

7

The owner heard some noise and found a woman on 

deck hiding near the mast. She jumped over and swam 

ashore. A locker had been opened, rifled through and 

several items removed but left behind.

4

Men boarded and escaped with ship's properties. The 

crew later discovered that the hawse pipe protection 

device was destroyed and the bosun store room 

padlock was damaged. Local authorities were 

informed.

5
The owner and crew found out that men had boarded 

and broken in. Electronics were stolen.



2021-01-12 Ilha de Santana
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

22:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-14
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Yacht

No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-14
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

20:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-14 St Thomas Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

21:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-17 Bocas del Toro Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

20:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-17 Chemin Bay Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

23:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-01-26
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Dinghy

No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

23:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-01-26
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Yacht

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

23:30 Theft Berthed Unknown

13

A well-locked outboard engine was stolen. Tools were 

required and some damage was noted by the coast 

guards.

14 A dinghy locked to the dock was stolen.

15

A man boarded and used the handle from the bilge 

pump to force the padlock from the companionway 

hatch. Electronics, fishing gear, flare gun/shells and 

large bolt/cable cutters were stolen.

10
The crew discovered a theft occured while they were 

away. Electronics were stolen.

11

A man boarded and stole the chartplotter from the 

cockpit helm. The chartplotter was mounted to the 

fiberglass of the helm. The man removed the trim and 

eight securing screws, unplugged and removed the unit. 

No damage was done to remove the unit. 

12
While the owner was onboard, his in-the-water and 

unlocked kayak was stolen.

8

Duty crew on routine rounds discovered that men had 

boarded and stolen ship's properties before escaping 

unnoticed.

9

A boat was stolen overnight and was recovered the 

next day on the other side of the bay without its 

outboard engine.



2021-01-27
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Dinghy

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

3:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-01-30
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Dinghy

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-31
Simpson Bay 

Lagoon
Dinghy

No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

4:05 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-31
Falmouth 

Harbor
Yacht No injuries - Nil

6:09 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-31
Falmouth 

Harbor
Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

7:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-31
Falmouth 

Harbor
Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

8:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-31 Roseau
Sailing 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

12:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-02-03 Carriacou Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

8:30 Theft Berthed Unknown

19

Alerted by noise, the captain found a door half open 

and a man boarding from a kayak. When confronted, 

the man pretended to be fishing. The captain turned on 

the lights and awoke the other crew. Wet footprints 

were found in the ship but nothing was stolen. The man 

was probably chased off by the captain immediately 

after the boarding.

16
A locked dinghy had its locked outboard engine stolen 

overnight.

17
The engine was stolen from an in-the-water and locked 

dinghy.

18

An in-the-water and cable-locked dinghy was stolen 

overnight. It was found intact with its engine, possibly 

taken for a joyride. 

22
A skiff attempted to board but failed due to evasive 

manoeuvers taken by the skipper.

23

A man emptied the tank of an outdoor engine and tried 

to steal the dinghy after cutting the attachment for the 

wire and dragged it some ten-fifteen meters on the 

road.

20

Cash was taken from a wallet inside a dry bag, left 

under the navigating station. 2 other yachts reported 

similar events in the harbour on the same night. A 

police report was made.

21

The crew found the saloon floor soaked in sea water 

and cash missing from the chart table. A police report 

was made.



2021-02-04 Marigot Bay Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

6:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-02-04 Callao Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

7:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-02-05 Marigot Bay Yacht No injuries - Nil

2:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-02-05 Marigot Bay Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

5:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-02-07 Ste Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-02-12 Ste Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

0:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-02-12 Ste Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

2:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-02-12 Callao Tanker
No injuries - 

Stores

12:45 Robbery Berthed Yes

24
A dinghy locked to the Marigot dinghy dock was 

stolen. A police report was made.

28
An in-the-water locked dinghy was stolen from the 

yacht. 

29 A locked dinghy with its engine was stolen.

30 A locked dinghy with its engine was stolen.

25

Men boarded and stole 2 mooring ropes from the 

forepeak store and escaped unnoticed. The incident 

was reported to the Harbour Master and local police.

26

The owner heard some noise and found his dinghy was 

half lowered from its davits. A man immediatly jumped 

overboard and swam to shore.

27 A dinghy locked to the dinghy dock was stolen. 

31

A man armed with a knife was spotted by the duty crew 

at the bow of the ship. The alarm was sounded and the 

crew mustered. The man then fled with an hawser in a 

wooden boat.



2021-02-12 Callao
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

19:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-02-13 Barranquilla Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

9:35 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-02-13 Ste Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

21:00
Irregular 

Activity
Berthed Yes

2021-02-16 Trinidad Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

5:00 theft Berthed Unknown

2021-02-19 Ste Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

4:20 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-02-22 Esmeraldas
Fishing 

vessel

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Boarding Sailing Unknown

2021-02-24 Orient Bay Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-02-26 Ste Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

17:30 Theft Berthed Yes

34
A locked dinghy had its tube slashed following a theft 

attempt.

35

An unlocked dinghy was stolen. A police report was 

made. The police recovered the dinghy and made an 

arrest.

36
A locked dinghy was stolen but later recovered minus 

its outboard and fuel tank.

32
Men boarded but escaped empty-handed after being 

spotted by the duty crew.

33

5 armed men boarded. The crew spotted them, sounded 

the alarm and gathered in the ship. The men escaped 

with equipment.

37
Men boarded the fishing vessel and stole its engines. 

The fishermen were rescued by the Equadorian Navy.

38 The engine of a locked dinghy was stolen.

39

Men cut cables of a dinghy and tried to steal it but were 

unable to overcome the lock and the dinghy was set 

adrift.



2021-03-01
Clarke's court 

bay
Dinghy

No injuries - 

Stores

0:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-03-06 Guayaquil
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

12:00 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-03-08 St Louis
Passenger 

ship
No injuries - Nil

1:30 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-03-09 Antigua Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

7:15 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-11 Callao
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

2:10 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-03-15 Marigot Bay Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

18:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-03-16 Ste Croix Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

5:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-03-16 Callao
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

22:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

40 Men stole fuel from multiple dinghies fuel tanks.

41

Armed men boarded and stayed for 40 minutes. They 

targeted and broke into 9 containers. They also stole 

the phone and the radio of a crew member. They 

loaded 2 boats with the stolen goods and escaped.

42

2 men approached a cruise ship at the ferry dock and 

attempted to grab a backpack and demanded cash and 

phone. The cruisers resisted and yelled and the robbery 

was abandoned;

46
An in-the-water and unlocked dinghy was stolen after 

its line had been cut.

47
Men boarded and stole some items before escaping 

unnoticed.

43
Men boarded the yacht and untied the dinghy which 

was recovered the next morning without its engine.

44

2 men armed with knives were spotted by the duty 

crew. The alarm was raised and the crew mustered. The 

men escaped with stolen items. The incident was 

reported to the local vessel traffic service and a coast 

guard patrol boat was tasked to search the area.

45
The engine cover and carburator were stolen from an 

engine.



2021-03-17 Callao
Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Stores

1:00 Theft Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-03-23 Ste Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

17:30 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-03-24 Carthagena Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

5:45 Theft Anchored Yes

2021-03-24 Bocas del Toro Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

6:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-25
Clarke's court 

bay
Dinghy

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

3:30 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-03-25 Hartman Bay Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-25 Hog island Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-25 Hartman Bay Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

48

8 men armed with knives boarded, threatened and 

restrained a duty crew member. They stole items and 

released the crew member before escaping. The 

incident was reported to the local port authorities who 

dispatched a coast guard patrol vessel to assist.

52

An unlocked dinghy was stolen but was recovered 

without its engine the next day from a nearby dock. A 

police report was made and it is believed this dinghy 

was used to commit 3 others outboard thefts the same 

night.

53
The engine was stolen from the in-the-water dinghy 

alonside its occupied yacht.

54

Men boarded and stole a dinghy fuel line. They also 

boarded the yacht and stole the unlocked engine, while 

the owners slept below. A police report was made.

49
A fuel tank, fuel line and air pump of a dinghy were 

stolen.

50

3 men armed with knives boarded but were seen by a 

crew member.They escaped in a motorboat with a life 

raft, boiler suits and safety shoes. The coast guard was 

sent for investigation.

51
Men stole the ship which was recovered nearby the 

next day, minus the engine. A police report was made.

55
A spare unlocked fuel tank was stolen from a yacht 

deck while the owners were asleep.



2021-03-26 Hog island Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-27 Pigeon Island Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-29 Chaguaramas Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-04-13 Orient Bay Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

16:01 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-04-13 Callao Tanker
Threatened - 

Stores

22:40 Theft Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-04-17 Veracruz
Fishing 

vessel

Not stated - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

5:30 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-04-26 Marigot Bay Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-05-01 Marigot Bay Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

7:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

58
A dinghy was stolen from a yacht while the owners 

were asleep onboard. 

59

At the end of their dive, owners of a dinghy found it 

stolen forcing them to swim for 90 minutes back to 

their yacht.

60

3 men armed with knives boarded, threatened and 

restrained a duty crew member. They stole items and 

released the crew member before escaping. The 

incident was reported to the local port authorities who 

dispatched a coast guard patrol vessel to assist.

56
An engine was stolen from an in-the-water and 

unlocked dinghy alongside an occupied yacht.

57
The unlocked dinghy of a yacht was stolen while the 

owners were asleep. A police report was made.

61
8 men armed on 2 skiffs boarded and stole equipment, 

stores and the engine before escaping.

62
While the owners were asleep onboard, a man boarded 

and stole a variety of personnal electronics.

63

A man boarded an unlocked yacht and stole electronics 

while the owners were asleep. A police report was 

made.



2021-05-03 Callao Tanker

Threatened - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

0:00 Theft Anchored Yes

2021-05-05 Marigot Bay Yacht No injuries - Nil

7:30 Theft Anchored No

2021-05-11 Bocas del Toro Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

6:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-05-14 Rio Dulce Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

10:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-05-15 Roatan Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

8:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-05-22 Anse Mitan Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

13:00
Irregular 

Activity
Berthed No

2021-05-26 Linton Bay Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

6:57 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-06-02 Bocas del Toro Yacht No injuries - Nil

9:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

64

4 men armed with knives boarded, threatened and 

restrained a duty crew member. They stole items and 

released the crew member before escaping. 

65
A man boarded but fled when he was noticed by the 

owners.

66

While the owners slept onboard the yacht, their in-the-

water and unlocked dinghy was stolen. The dinghy was 

found the next day adrift and engineless.

70
A full tank and a coil of new line was stolen from the 

side deck. 

71

A man boarded and tried to open the hatch near the 

master cabin. The owners woke up and chased the man 

who fled in a wooden canoe. A report was made on the 

local VHF net.

67

An in-the-water dinghy was stolen while the owner 

were asleep onboard the yacht. A report was made to 

the port autority. The dinghy was found a week later 

without its engine, anchor and fishing gear.

68 Dinghy engines were stolen onboard three yachts.

69 3 locked dinghies were slashed.



2021-06-08 Marie Galante Other
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

14:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-06-16 Carriacou Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

2:30 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-06-19 Carriacou Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

5:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-06-22 Sainte Anne Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

0:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-06-28 Callao Tanker
No injuries - 

Stores

19:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-02 Callao
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

2:12 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-03 Callao Tanker
No injuries - 

Stores

5:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-05 Linton Bay Yacht

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

4:11 Robbery Anchored Yes

72 A cruiser's kayak was stolen from the beach.

76
Men boarded and escaped with spare parts after being 

spotted by the duty crew.

77
Six men boarded but escaped empty-handed after being 

spotted by the crew.

78
Men boarded and escaped with some equipment after 

being spotted by the duty crew.

73
A dinghy well tied to the dock was stolen. A police 

report was made.

74
Owners left their dinghy well tied to a tree and it was 

stolen.

75 A locked dinghy was stolen.

79

A man boarded and broke in the locked yacht. He stole 

the engine, a generator, binoculars, electronics and a 

drone.



2021-07-12 Curacao Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

2:45 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-07-12 Callao Tanker No injuries - Nil

12:20 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-15
Ciudad del 

Carmen

Supply 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

3:30
Suspicious 

approach
Anchored Yes

2021-07-15 Hartman Bay Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-16 Port au Prince
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

3:30 Robbery Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-07-17 San Lorenzo Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

12:00 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-07-25 Guayaquil
Passenger 

ship
Assaulted - Nil

12:00 Robbery Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-07-28 Carthagena 
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

19:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

82

A fishing boat with 5 men armed with guns 

approached, but seeing the armed guard onboard, they 

moved away.

83 An in-the-water and unlocked dinghy was stolen.

84

5 men armed with guns and knives boarded using a 

ladder. The alarm was sounded and the crew mustered 

in the accomodation. Hearing the alarm, the men 

escaped empty-handed. The incident was reported to 

the port authorities.

80
A man boarded, cut the locking cable securing the 

outboard and stole the engine.

81

5 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 

alarm was sounded and the crew mustered, the men 

then fled on a motor boat. The incident was reported to 

the port authorities who informed a patrol boat in the 

area.

85
Two men were intercepted by the Ecuadorian Navy 

with a stolen boat and an outboard engine.

86

5 armed men on a pirogue boarded. An exchange of 

fire took place between the men and a police officer, 

leaving 2 dead and a wounded assaulter. The 2 other 

men fled.

87

2 men boarded but were spotted by the duty crew. The 

alarm was raised and the crew mustered. The men fled 

with some items.



2021-07-29 Mamonal
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

5:39 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-29 Fazendinha Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

23:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-30 Macapa Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

8:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-08-02 Kralendijk Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

9:30 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-08-05 Posorja
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

6:12
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-08-13 Bocas del Toro Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

1:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-08-16 Tyrell Bay Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

1:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-08-18 Callao
Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Stores

6:30 Robbery Anchored Unknown

88
2 men boarded and stole a liferaft. The port autorithies 

were informed.

89 Men boarded, stole spare parts and fled unnoticed.

90

Men boarded, stole spare parts and fled unnoticed. The 

theft was noticed by the duty crew during routine 

rounds and was reported to the harbour master through 

the local agent.

94 A dinghy alongside a catamaran was stolen.

95
7 men armed with knives boarded and grabbed a duty 

crew member, tied him up and left with provisions.

91 The outboard motor of a dinghy was stolen.

92

5 men on a skiff were spotted alongside. The alarm was 

sounded and the local authorities were notified. The 

skiff moved away and the coast guards escorted the 

vessel to port.

93
An unlocked fiberglass dinghy in the water was stolen. 

The police recovered the dinghy without the engine.



2021-08-30 Saint Marteen Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

6:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-08-31 Macapa Tanker Threatened - Nil

8:25 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-09-07 Punta Nizuc Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

3:30 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-09-09 Curacao Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-09-13 Callao
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-09-14 Callao Tanker
No injuries - 

Stores

14:25 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-09-15 Callao Tanker
No injuries - 

Stores

12:15 Robbery Anchored #N/A

2021-09-15 Paria Yacht

Threatened - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

12:00 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

96

A man approached a floating dock in a kayak and stole 

2 rubber dinghies. One of the 2 dinghies was found 2 

weeks later on a beach.

100
Men boarded, stole items from the storeroom and 

escaped unnoticed.

101

4 men armed with knives boarded but were seen by 

duty crew. The alarm was raised, the crew mustered 

and men escaped with some stores. The incident was 

reported to the port authorities and a coast guard patrol 

boat was tasked to search the waters.

102

4 men armed with knives boarded the vessel but were 

spotted by duty crew. The alarm was raised, the crew 

mustered and the men escaped with some food. The 

incident was reported to the port authorities and a coast 

guard patrol boat was tasked to search the waters.

97
2 men were spotted near the forecastle. They escaped 

through the anchor hawse empty-handed.

98
3 men armed with harpoon guns tied up the crew, 

ransacked the cockpit and left with money and food.

99 A dinghy was stolen.

103

2 skiffs boarded and 20 men armed with automatic 

weapons and handguns took control of the yacht. They 

forced the yacht ashore next to a well-established camp 

with other armed men. 



2021-09-17 Luperon Bay Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-09-23 Carriacou Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

5:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-09-26 Callao
Bulk 

carrier
Threatened - Nil

23:55 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-07-05 Puerto Bolivar
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

9:25 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-10-07 La Trinité Dinghy
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

0:45 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-09 Curacao Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

1:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-09 Young Island Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

1:00 theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-11 Honduras Yacht No injuries - Nil

9:30
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

106

6 men armed with knives boarded from 2 boats using 

ropes. They attempted to break into the bosun store. 

They threatened the duty crew before escaping empty-

handed. The incident was reported to the port control 

and a patrol boat was assigned to investigate the 

waters. 

107

2 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 

vessel returned to the port area where the coast guards 

boarded and searched the vessel.

108
An outboard and a fuel tank were stolen but reappeared 

on the beach 2 hours later. 

104 Men boarded an unoccupied yacht and stole its engine.

105
Men boarded nd stole the dinghy while the crew was 

asleep.

109

The lock on a yacht's door was broken and the interior 

was completely ransacked.The dinghy and all valuable 

items were stolen. 

110 A yacht was stolen.

111

3 skiffs with 11 to 13 men approached on the stern of a 

yacht at about 50 meters and the duty crew gave the 

alert. The 3 crew members came on the deck with a 

gun and a barking dog. The skiffs followed the yacht 

for a few minutes before changing their course.



2021-10-14 Saint François Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

1:41 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-18 Punta Jambeli
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

6:10 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-10-24 Fronteras yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

23:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-27 Port au prince
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:37 Attack Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-10-29 Callao
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-29 Chaguaramas Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-30 Nicaragua Yacht No injuries - Nil

12:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-11-08
Isla Naranjo 

Bajo
Yacht

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

1:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

112
The dinghy of a yacht was stolen. A report was made to 

the marina.

113

6 armed men on a skiff approached and fired at a 

merchant vessel which carried out evasive maneuvers. 

The skiff abandonned its pursuit.

114
The dinghy of a yacht was stolen. A report was made to 

the marina.

118

Several skiffs with unarmed men on board approached 

a yacht 3 times within 25 meters. The yacht was able to 

ward them off on each approach with shows of forces 

and evasive maneuvers.

119

A skiff with 3 men on board came up to a yacht and 

asked for help, alcohol and money.  The skiff left after 

the crew gave them 20$.

115

A man opened fire from the shore during the 

discharging operation of a merchant vessel. Five armed 

guards from the terminal were onboard and rallied the 

citadel with the crew. The incident was reported to the 

local agent.

116
2 men were seen by the duty crew. The alarm was 

raised and the crew mustered but the men escaped.

117
During the night, while the owner was asleep on board, 

the locked dinghy was stolen.



2021-11-09 Callao Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

1:10 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-11-18 Centla Unknown
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-11-23 Lafiteau
Container 

ship

Assaulted - 

Stores

5:00 Robbery Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-11-28 Saint vincent Yacht
No injuries - 

Ship's stolen

18:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-11-28 Charleston Unknown
No injuries - 

Stores

2:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-12-01 Saint Pierre Yacht

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

13:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-12-04 Callao Tanker No injuries - Nil

0:30 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-12-05 Buenaventura Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

0:08 Theft Anchored Unknown

120

A skiff with 3 men armed with knives was spotted by 

the duty crew of a merchant vessel. The alarm was 

raised, the crew mustered and the men escaped. A 

search was carried out which confirmed the theft of a 

mooring rope.

124

While the crew was asleep, a man boarded and stole a 

smartphone. The crew was woken up by the anchor 

alarm and the man escaped. A police report was made. 

125

A man boarded and broke the lock of the deck hatch. 

He used travel bags from the yacht to steal electronics 

and equipment.

126

3 men armed with knives were seen on the foredeck by 

the duty crew. Alarm was raised and the crew 

mustered. The men escaped empty-handed.

121

Armed men on a skiff boarded and stole 2 outboard 

motors, communication equipment and left the crew 

adrift.

122

3 men armed with knives and a gun boarded and 

attacked the duty crew members, injuring them before 

subdueing them. The alarm was raised and all non-

essential crew members retreated to the citadel. The 

men escaped with stolen items.

123 The ship was stolen from its mooring.

127
Men boarded and stole stores unnoticed. The port 

authorities were informed.



2021-12-10
Charlotte 

Amalie
Dinghy

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

14:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-12-11 Port au prince
Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Not stated

1:08 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-12-11 Le Précheur Yacht

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

22:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-12-15 Luperon Bay Yacht

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

1:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-12-23 Guayaquil
Container 

ship

Threatened - 

Ship's damage

10:55 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-12-24 Callao
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

1:55 Robbery Anchored Yes

133

7 men on a wooden skiff approached. 3 men armed 

with knives boarded and broke into the forecastle store 

and stole some items, The duty crew threatened by the 

men managed to raise the alarm and the men escaped.

130

The owners were woken up by noises and discovered 2 

men on a kayak trying to steal their fishing gear. The 

crew shouted at the men who fled with some 

equipment.

131
The owners discovered the burglary of their yacht. 

Some items were stolen. A police report was made.

132

A skiff with several armed men onboard approached. 

The men and the armed security team exchanged fire. 

The skiff then abandonned its pursuit.

128

Men boarded while the owners were ashore and stole a 

fire extinguisher, dinghy  and personal items. They fled 

unnoticed.

129

3 men boarded using a hook attached to a piece of 

bamboo. They pointed a gun at the crewmembers. The 

captain reported the incident to the port authority and 3 

armed port security officers arrived on board.The men 

jumped overboard and the armed port officers fired at 

them.





D
2021 incidents – Indian Ocean



Date Place
Vessel 

type

Spoil              

human - goods

Time 

(UTC)
Event type Kinematic Weapons

2021-01-06 Matemo Island
Fishing 

vessel

Taken Hostage - 

Not stated

0:00 Hijack - Kidnap Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-01-14 Aden
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

8:49
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Yes

2021-01-29 Kandla Tanker No injuries - Nil

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-02-01 Jabal Zubayr Tanker No injuries - nil

8:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-02-01 Khor al Zubair Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

12:00 Theft Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-02-18 Bangladesh
Fishing 

vessel

Taken Hostage - 

Nil

12:00 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-02-19 Hanish islands
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

17:05
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

3
3 men boarded but escaped after the alarm was 

sounded. Local agents were informed.

Event description

10 men hijacked a fishing vessel and took 6 fishermen 

hostage until they reached Matemo island.
1

2

A skiff with 4 armed men approached. Barrels and a 

ladder were seen. The skiff fled when the onboard 

protection team fired warning shots.

Srl

4
4 skiffs with 2 to 4 people on board approached at a 

distance of 0,5Nm for 40 minutes.

5

Armed men boarded and damaged the ship's 

communication equipment before stealing electronics 

equipement and escaping. The incident was reported to 

the Iraqi Navy by a ship in the vicinity.

6

2 fishermen were kidnapped. The Bangladesh Coast 

Guards arrested 7 men after they received a ransom to 

release the fishermen.

7

The duty officer spotted a skiff approaching the ship. 

The vessel took evasive measures, switched on its deck 

lights and sounded its horn. The skiff then gave up its 

approach.



2021-02-25 Muscat Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

0:00 Other Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-03-08 Nishtun
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

5:55
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-03-21 Bushehr Tug
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Hijack - Kidnap Unknown Unknown

2021-03-22 Bukha
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

9:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Yes

2021-03-24 Oman
Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

23:41 Other Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-03-26 Yemen
Sailing 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

5:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-03-26 Palma Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Hijack - Kidnap Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-04-06 Red sea Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

3:00 Other Anchored Yes - With Use

13

A skiff with 7 or 8 men onboard and a second with 2 

men approached a sailing vessel up to 0,5Nm on the 

stern. The approach lasted the whole day for about 

50Nm. The sailing vessel was in VHF contact with the 

autorities the whole time. 

14
Insurgents took the ship but the crew was able to 

escape to another nearby vessel.

15 The ship was hit by a mine.

10
A grounded tugboat was boarded and seized. A ransom 

was asked to the owner for its return.

11

3 men wearing masks and carrying weapons onboard a 

skiff approached up to 1 nm. The alarm was sounded 

and evasive manoeuvers were taken, the skiff aborted 

its attempt.

12

On its way to India, a ship was hit by a missile. The 

damage sustained did not prevent the ship from 

continuing its journey.

8

On its way to Singapore, a ship was hit by a missile. 

The damage sustained did not prevent the ship from 

continuing its journey.

9
4 skiffs with 2 men on each approached the ship but 

aborted their attempt.



2021-04-13 Fujairah Cargo ship
Not stated - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Other Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-04-25 Cox'sBazar Other

Assaulted - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

12:00 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-05-03 Al Hudaidah Tanker No injuries - Nil

14:00
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Yes

2021-05-16 Ras Madrakah
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

8:10
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-05-18 Red Sea Other No injuries - Nil

12:00 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-05-26 Mahuva
Chemical 

Tanker
No injuries - Nil

3:00 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-06-26 Kakinada
Supply 

vessel

No injuries - 

Stores

18:10 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-03 Jebel Ali Tanker
No injuries - 

Ship's damage

12:00 Other Sailing Yes - With Use

22
A man was seen on the main deck by duty crew. He 

then escaped with a mooring rope.

23
The ship was hit by a missile. The damage sustained 

did not prevent the ship from continuing its journey.

20

4 men onboard a skiff came alongside while firing 

shots in the air. The SSAS alert was activated but the 

skiff moved away when the crew provided tobacco.

21

10 men onboard 2 fishing vessels with a ladder 

boarded the vessel while she was being towed. The 

EPIRB distress alert was activated and a maritime 

police force was dispatched. The 2 fishing vessels 

escaped.

16
The ship was hit by a missile. The damage sustained 

did not prevent the ship from continuing its journey.

17

The coastguards rescued 30 refugees who had been 

adrift for 2 days after being attacked by pirates. The 

refugees' valuables were stolen and the boat engine was 

damaged on purpose.

18
2 skiffs with 6 men on each approached at about 15 

meters before leaving.

19

2 skiffs suddenly increased their speed towards the 

ship. The alarm was sounded, the crew mustered in the 

citadel and the ship increased its speed up to 19 knots. 

The skiffs changed their course.



2021-07-13 Haldia
Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

12:00 Theft Berthed Unknown

2021-07-29 Al Duqm Tanker
Assaulted - 

Ship's damage

18:00 Other Sailing Unknown

2021-08-03 Fujairah Tanker
Assaulted - 

Ship's damage

12:30 Other Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-08-07 Muscat Tanker No injuries - Nil

6:30
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-08-13 Mogadishu
Passenger 

ship

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

3:45 Attack Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-09-02 Point Calimere
Fishing 

vessel

No injuries - 

Stores

12:00 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-09-04 Mogadiscio
Fishing 

vessel
No injuries - Nil

22:25
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-09-15 Gwadar Other No injuries - Nil

12:00 Other Berthed Yes

28

A skiff with 4 armed men onboard approached at less 

than 0,5NM. They exchanged shots with small arms 

and a RPG. After an hour the skiff fled. 

29
6 men boarded a fishing vessel, stole the radio, 

electronics and a GPS before escaping.

30

The protection team leader onboard a fishing vessel 

saw a dhow at 0,5Nm. The dhow was stopped and had 

all its lights off. After a few minutes, the dhow moved 

away.

31

2 men were arrested by the Pakistan intelligence 

agency at the port. They were allegedly making 

homemade bombs.

24
Men boarded, stole spare engine parts and escaped 

unnoticed.

25

The ship was attacked by armed drones that caused an 

explosion onboard and the death of a crew member and 

a security team member.

26
9 men wearing iranian military uniforms boarded and 

tried to alter its course.

27

A skiff was sighted 1 NM from the vessel. The alarm 

was raised, the ship increased its speed and the security 

team took up position. The skiff stopped.



2021-09-18 Mokah
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

18:10
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-09-20 Salif Other No injuries - Nil

12:00 Other Sailing Yes

2021-09-28 Somalia
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

7:05
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-09-29 Eden Island Other

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-04 Mokah Tanker No injuries - Nil

4:50
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-10-16 Port victoria Tanker No injuries - Nil

12:00

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing Unknown

2021-10-19 Mocha
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

7:45
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-10-23 Grand Bay
Sailing 

vessel

No injuries - 

Ship's damage

10:43 Theft Anchored Unknown

34

A skiff approached at about 2Nm and followed the 

merchant vessel despite its evasive maneuvers for over 

an hour. When the vessel reached 18 knots, the skiff 

changed its course and moved away.

35
The owners discovered the theft of personnal items, 

including camera and cash.

36

A skiff with 8 or 9 men stopped its approach on a 

merchant vessel when she increased her speed and the 

armed guards showed their weapons. No boarding 

equipment or weapons were seen on the skiff.

37
A skiff with 3 men onboard approached at an unknown 

distance.

38

A skiff with 6 men and ladders approched in an 

aggressive manner. The armed security team showed 

their weapons and the skiff abandonned its approach.

39 A yacht was reported stolen by her owner

32

2 skiffs with 9 men on each approached a merchant 

vessel. The armed security team displayed their 

weapons resulting in the skiffs moving away.

33

The Arab coalition has announced it destroyed 2 

Houthi militia boats bombs and twarted an imminent 

attack, probably planned against the port of Salif.



2021-10-28 Fagal
Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

7:15
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing Unknown

2021-11-06 Al Mukalla
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

7:40

Sighting / 

Irregular 

Activity 

Sailing Unknown

2021-11-18 Kandla
Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

14:50 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-12-23 Hodeidah Other No injuries - Nil

12:00 Other Sailing Yes

43

The Arab coalition announced it had destroyed a 

Houthi boat loaded with explosives before it could be 

used to carry out an attack against traffic in the 

southern Red Sea.

40

4 skiffs approached at less than 0,5Nm. No weapons 

were seen but  probable ladders were observed. The 

ship increased its speed and the skiffs abandonned their 

pursuit.

41

The crew noticed a fishing boat with 3 skiffs. The 

alarm was raised, the crew mustered and 3 members of 

the security team showed their weapons. The fishing 

boat didn't alter its course and came within 4Nm of the 

ship.

42

2 men were seen onboard by the duty crew. The alarm 

was raised, the crew mustered and a search was 

conducted. 4 locks had been broken but nothing was 

stolen.





E
2021 incidents – South East Asia



Date Place
Vessel 

type

Spoil              

human - goods

Time 

(UTC)
Event type Kinematic Weapons

2021-01-03
Muara Berau / 

Indonesia

Supply 

vessel

No injuries - 

Stores

18:40 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-01-16

Milne bay / 

Papua New 

Guinea

Other

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

12:00 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-01-24
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

19:25 Theft Sailing No

2021-01-27
Vung Tau / 

Vietnam

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

21:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-01-28
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

14:32 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-01-28
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

18:21 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-01-30

General Santos 

City / The 

Philippines

Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

3:10 Theft Anchored Unknown

Event description

3 men armed with knives boarded the vesssel. The men 

were discovered by the duty crew at the forecastle store 

where they stole ships stores and escaped.

1

2
Men boarded armed with firearms and knives. They 

robbed cash.

3 5 men boarded. The search found no one on board.

Srl

7
2 men were spotted by the crew. 2 fire hoses were 

stolen.

4

Men boarded the vessel and stole 500L of paint from 

the paint room. The crew discovered the theft later and 

reported it to local autorities.

5
10 men armed with knives boarded and were seen in 

the engine room. The search found no one on board.

6
3 men armed with knives boarded. The search found no 

one on board.



2021-01-31
Belawan / 

Indonesia
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

5:35 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-02-02

Milne Bay  / 

Papua New 

Guinea

Sailing 

vessel

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

16:00 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-02-08
Singapore / 

Singapore
Other

No injuries - 

Stores

22:00 Theft Sailing No

2021-02-10
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker No injuries - Nil

19:10
Suspicious 

approach
Sailing No

2021-02-12
Jakarta / 

Indonesia

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

23:20 Theft Berthed No

2021-02-21
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tug No injuries - Nil

12:00 Theft Sailing No

2021-02-25
Jakarta / 

Indonesia

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

20:55 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-03-03
Sibutu /The 

Phillipines

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

3:47
Suspicious 

approach
Anchored No

13
The navy security patrol boat arrested 5 men in 2 boats 

stealing some stores on the barge.

14

3 men armed with knives boarded and stole a walkie-

talkie before escaping. The incident was reported to 

local autorities.

15

3 men on a speed boat tried to board the ship but the 

authorities were alerted and a Philippine Navy vessel 

was deployed. The skiff aborted its attempt.

10
2 men boarded from 2 small boats. After they had been 

spotted by the crew, they escaped with stolen shackles. 

11

A skiff from a group of small fishing boats approached 

at less than 0,1Nm. The crew mustered to the citadel, 

the fire pumps were activated and the alarm was 

sounded, the skiff then aborted its approach.

12

The duty officer saw the engine room lock broken, but 

there was no sign of anyone on board. Spare parts for 

the auxiliary engine were missing.

8

2 men armed with knives boarded. The crew took 

refuge in the citadel and reported the incident to the 

Belawan VTS and its shipping compagny. The 

Indonesian maritime police boarded and conducted a 

search.

9
6 men armed with knives boarded and plundered the 

ship and then fled.



2021-03-15
Cam Pha / 

Vietnam

Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-24
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

19:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-03-29
Jakarta / 

Indonesia

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

17:50 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-03-30
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tug

No injuries - 

Stores

10:45 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-04-07
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
Threatened - Nil

17:47 Robbery Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-04-07
Singapore / 

Singapore
Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

21:50 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-04-10

General santos 

city / The 

Phillipines

Cargo ship
No injuries - 

Stores

17:15 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-04-11
Sandakan port / 

Malaysia
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

19:48 Theft Anchored Unknown

22

4 men were spotted in the engine room by the duty 

crew, they jumped overboard. A search was conducted, 

spare engine parts were stolen.

23

A duty crew member heard a sound from the forecastle 

and saw a man who jumped over board when the alarm 

was raised.The rod securing the plates blocking the 

access through the anchor chain pipes had been 

removed and the ship's forward anchor bell was 

missing.

20

4 men armed with knives boarded and came in the 

engine room. The duty crew member saw them but was 

hit on the head, then pushed them away in order to 

escape. The alarm was raised and a search conducted.

21
2 men were spotted boarding. The alarm was raised by 

the master but the men then escaped.

16

Men boarded and broke into two crew cabins, stealing 

cash before escaping. Local authorities were informed 

and an investigation was carried out.

17
5 men were spotted in the engine room by the duty 

crew but escaped empty-handed.

18

2 men with 2 bags were seen by the stevedore on the 

bow. They escaped with items from the central shop in 

the engine room.

19 2 skiffs approached and stole a buoy then fled.



2021-04-16
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker No injuries - Nil

17:40 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-04-17
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Stores

21:00 Robbery Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-04-21
Manilla / The 

Phillipines
Tug

No injuries - 

Stores

12:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-05-09
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker No injuries - Nil

14:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-05-23
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
Threatened - Nil

14:30 Robbery Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-05-24
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

8:48 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-06-01
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

16:37 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-06-04
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

17:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

31
3 men were seen in the engine room. They fled with 

spare parts.

28

4 men armed with knives were seen in the engine room 

and threatened the duty oiler. The crew mustered and 

alerted the bridge. The men managed to escape through 

the steering gear room.

29 2 or 3 men were seen in the engine room.

30

3 or 4 men armed with knives were seen by the chief 

engineer in the steering gear room. The ship altered its 

course to return to port to be investigated by the 

coastguard.

25

Four men boarded and assaulted the 4th engineer 

injuring him. The alarm was raised and the crew 

mustered. The men escaped with stolen engine spares.

26
Five men boarded and stole wood. One was arrested 

while the others escaped.

27
Five men tried to board the ship. Nothing was stolen 

but a hook with a rope was found astern.

24

A crew member saw a man trying to open the engine 

room door. The alarm was raised and the man escaped 

empty-handed.



2021-06-09
Krokop / 

Malaysia
Unknown

No injuries - 

Stores / Crew's 

belongings

2:30 Theft Berthed 0

2021-06-09
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

15:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-06-16
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

8:30 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-06-21
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

19:40 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-06-24
Jakarta / 

Indonesia

Container 

ship
No injuries - Nil

7:39 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-06-25
Singapore / 

Singapore

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

16:14 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-06-25
Singapore / 

Singapore

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

19:40 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-06-27
Manilla / The 

Philippines
Cargo ship

No injuries - 

Stores

19:15 Theft Anchored Unknown

37

A man armed with a knife boarded and stole engine 

spare parts before escaping when seen by the duty 

crew.

38
4 men boarded and stole engine spare parts before 

escaping seen by the duty crew.

39
2 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. They 

escaped in a waiting boat.

34

5 men were seen leaving the ship on a motor driven 

boat. A full search was completed which confirmed the 

theft of several cans of paint from the ship's stores. 

35
Men boarded and stole items from the ship's store 

before escaping unnoticed.

36

Men boarded but were spotted by the duty crew. They 

escaped empty-handed in a waiting boat with 4 other 

men.

32

3 men boarded and stole a can of paint, a set of 

portable water pumps, an engine and personnal 

equipment. Spotted by the duty crew, they fled.

33
Men boarded and stole items from the ship's store 

before escaping unnoticed.



2021-06-29
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Stores

16:40 Robbery Sailing Yes - With Use

2021-07-07
Belawan / 

Indonesia
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

19:18 Robbery Berthed Yes

2021-07-10
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

15:20 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-07-16
Tanjung uban / 

Indonesia

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

16:16 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-07-16
Tanjung uban / 

Indonesia

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

16:40 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-07-17
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Container 

ship

Threatened - 

Stores

7:25 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-07-29
Rabaul  / Papua 

New Guinea
Tanker

No injuries - 

Cash / Crew's 

belongings

9:33 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-08-04
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Container 

ship

Threatened - 

Stores

13:40 Robbery Anchored Yes - With Use

46
Two men, one with a knife, boarded but were seen. 

They fled with a laptop in a small motor boat.

47

3 men were spotted with some goods. One of the men 

attempted to stab the crew member on duty before the 

others tied him up.The men grabbed their loot and fled. 

Port authorities were notified.

43
4 or 5 men were seen in the steering room by the 

captain. They escaped empty-handed.

44
5 men with knives were seen by the captain in the 

engine room but escaped.

45

A crewmember spotted a man who threatened him with 

an improvised weapon and tied him up. 7 other men 

appeared and broke the lock on the forecastle 

compartment, stealing a hawser. The men escaped in a 

motor boat. The watchman freed himself and informed 

the duty officer. The port authorities tasked a patrol 

boat on scene.

40

4 men were seen in the engine room and threatened a 

crew member with a metal object before escaping with 

spare engine parts.

41

2 men with knives and ropes managed to board via the 

hawse pipe. The alarm was sounded and the men 

escaped via fire hoses attached to the bollards. 2 fire 

hose couplings were stolen. The incident was reported 

to the port authorithy.

42
2 men were seen by the duty crew removing equipment 

from the forecastle. They then escaped.



2021-08-08
Tanjung priok / 

Indonesia

Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Stores

1:20 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-08-12
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Container 

ship

Threatened - 

Stores

17:30 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-08-18
Manilla / The 

Phillipines

Supply 

vessel
Threatened - Nil

10:38 Robbery Anchored Yes - With Use

2021-08-20
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

14:20 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-08-20
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

Threatened - 

Stores

19:00 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-08-28
Belawan / 

Indonesia
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

20:00 Robbery Anchored Yes

2021-09-12
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker No injuries - Nil

20:15 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-09-17
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

14:04 Theft Sailing Unknown

55
3 men boarded but were seen by crew members. They 

escaped with some engine spare parts.

52

4 men boarded the ship, 2 were holding knives and 1 

threatened the engineer. Spare parts were stolen. The 

Singapore Police Coast Guard investigated.

53

2 men with knives boarded and stole spare parts before 

escaping unnoticed. The theft was discovered after the 

ship had sailed when the crew watched the monitoring 

cameras.

54

A crew member spotted 4 men attempting to enter the 

engine room. The alarm was raised, the crew mustered 

and the men escaped empty-handed.

49
5 men boarded, tied up a sailor and threatened him with 

a gun. The men left with 27 cans of paint.

50

A man threatened a crew member with his firearm 

while 3 other men tried to steal spare parts of the vessel 

before quickly getting away, empty-handed as they 

were spotted by duty crew.

51

4 men with knives boarded and came face to face with 

a crew member in the engine room. The alarm was 

raised and the ship was searched. Some spare parts 

were reported stolen. 

48

4 men with knives boarded the ship before tying up a 

crew member on watch. They then broke into the 

engine room before tying up the machinist and stealing 

spare parts. The alarm was raised and the men fled by 

jumping into the water. 



2021-09-17
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

18:40 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-09-21
Balikpapan / 

Indonesia
Tanker No injuries - Nil

22:18 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-10-05
Sandakan / 

Malaysia
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

12:20 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-05
Batam / 

Indonesia
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

18:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-06
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

8:00 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-10
Singapore / 

Singapore
Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

7:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-14
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker No injuries - Nil

15:52 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-15
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

16:40 Robbery Sailing Yes

61

2 men were seen in the engine room. The alarm was 

raised, the crew mustered and the men fled empty-

handed.

62 A man was seen but fled empty-handed.

63
8 men armed with knives boarded and stole engine 

spare parts.

58

2 men were spotted by the duty crew on the forecastle. 

The bridge was alerted and the men fled with ship's 

stores and goods.

59
3 men boarded but were spotted by the duty crew. They 

fled with some engine spare parts.

60
Men boarded and stole spare parts before escaping 

unnoticed.

56

5 men armed with knives and guns were seen by the 

captain. The alarm was raised, the crew mustered. A 

search was conducted and some engine spare parts 

were reported stolen.

57

A man was seen by the duty crew trying to board 

through the anchor locker. The alarm was raised and 

the crew mustered, the man escaped empty-handed.



2021-10-16
Batam / 

Indonesia

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

22:45 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-19
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

22:45 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-10-24
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

14:50 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-27
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker No injuries - Nil

17:18 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-10-27
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker No injuries - Nil

18:10 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-11-03
Batam / 

Indonesia

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

17:02 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-11-12
Jurong island / 

Singapore
Tug

No injuries - 

Stores

4:55 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-11-16
Batangas / The 

Phillipines
Tug

No injuries - 

Stores

18:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

70
A man was seen onboard the unmanned barge. A spool 

of towline and a mooring line were stolen.

71

During his watch, the first mate noticed that the lock of 

the forward cargo compartment was brocken and some 

material was stolen. 

67

The duty crew noticed that the lock of the engine room 

was brocken and discovered 3 men who jumped 

overboard empty-handed.

68

3 men boarded using a ladder. They attempted to enter 

in the steering gear room but escaped empty-handed 

when the alarm was raised and crew mustered. 

69
2 men were spotted by the duty crew and escaped 

empty-handed.

64

5 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 

alarm was raised and all doors were closed, the men 

escaped empty-handed. Local authorities were 

informed.

65

5 men, including 2 armed with pistols, were seen 

onboard. A search was conducted but nothing was 

reported stolen.

66
4 men boarded and were seen by the captain, the men 

escaped empty-handed. 



2021-11-21
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

17:40 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-11-24
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

16:20 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-11-24
Jakarta / 

Indonesia

Container 

ship

No injuries - 

Stores

17:00 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-11-25
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tanker

No injuries - 

Not stated

12:00 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-11-28
Batam / 

Indonesia

Bulk 

carrier

No injuries - 

Stores

20:00 Robbery Sailing Yes

2021-11-30
Batam / 

Indonesia

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

16:38 Theft Anchored Unknown

2021-12-02
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

13:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-12-07
Pamak / 

Indonesia
Tug

No injuries - 

Not stated

11:25 Theft Sailing Unknown

79

3 men were seen on the towed barge and another 2 men 

were on a skiff alongside. The local authorities were 

notified.

76
4 armed men boarded and stole spares parts from the 

engine room and escaped unnoticed.

77
4 men boarded but escaped empty-handed after being 

spotted by the duty crew.

78
4 men tried to board the ship by throwing ropes and 

hooks but abandonned after the alarm was raised.

73
3 men boarded but escaped empty-handed after being 

spotted by the duty crew.

74
Men boarded, stole spares parts from the engine room 

and escaped unnoticed.

75 Men boarded, stole some items and escaped unnoticed.

72
2 men boarded but escaped when they were spotted by 

the duty crew.



2021-12-13
Cox Bazar / 

Bangladesh
Tanker

No injuries - 

Not stated

12:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-12-15
Singapore / 

Singapore
Tug

No injuries - 

Stores

23:32 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-12-18
Singapore / 

Singapore
Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

16:20 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-12-22
Singapore / 

Singapore

Bulk 

carrier
No injuries - Nil

21:30 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-12-23
Batam / 

Indonesia
Tanker

No injuries - 

Stores

12:00 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-12-26
Batam / 

Indonesia
Cargo ship No injuries - Nil

13:25 Theft Sailing Unknown

2021-12-31
Karinum / 

Indonesia
Tug No injuries - Nil

2:00 Theft Sailing Unknown

85

4 men boarded but were seen by the duty crew. The 

alarm was raised and the crew mustered. The men 

escaped empty-handed.

86
A man was seen on the barge but escaped empty-

handed.

82
4 men boarded but escaped empty-handed after being 

spotted by the duty crew.

83
6 men boarded but were seen by the duty team. They 

escaped empty-handed.

84
The crew carried out a routine round on the deck and 

discovered the theft of fire equipment.

80
The Bangladesh coast guards arrested 43 men as they 

tried to board.

81
11 men boarded and stole scrap metal on the barge. 

The local authorities were informed.
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